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Well, that’s another year under the Woody hat.

JAZZ JUNCTION

up, I ventured out into the cold again.

Welcome to the comfort zone
Nostalgia in a Kentish Town
refrigerator

What’s in a name? If I changed my name to
Charlie Parker, would that make me a better
golfer? I only say that because my friend, Charlie
Parker is better round the links than I am. Actually
his name is not Charlie but he used to play the
saxophone at school so the name stuck.

When your central heating breaks down, it
becomes a very attractive proposition to spend the
evening out. Unfortunately inside the Forum it felt
colder than outside but it was the first time in
many years that I had been there and so I had
warm memories of its former incarnation as the
Town and Country Club. During that time I had
been lucky with many others to witness concerts
by Otis Clay, Ann Peebles, David Hudson and
Lynn White (as part of the Waylo tour); the truly
great Cutis Mayfield (who sadly died on Boxing
Day in 1999); the irascible Albert King (I always
smile whenever I think of dear Albert); the weird
and wonderful Screaming Jay Hawkins; and my
personal favourite, Bobby Womack.

Adulph Brandt started his career as a jazz pianist
under the name Dollar Brand and changed his
name to Abdullah Ibrahim on conversion to
Islam in the late ‘60s. It doesn’t make him a better
piano player, of course,
but it does help him be
who he wants to be.
Having been brought up in
apartheid South Africa, he
could be forgiven for
wanting to change his
species too.

I had also seen a number of the
stars of African music there and
my return coincided with that of
Zairean soukous star, Kanda
Bongo Man. He joined Orchestre
Bella Mambo in 1976 but moved
to Paris in 1976 in order to find a
larger audience. After the initial
struggle to get himself heard, he enjoyed success
with his 1981 album Iyole and later started
releasing albums on his own label.

A contemporary of Hugh Masekela, he was also
disaffected by the political climate in South Africa,
leaving in 1962 to settle in Zurich. A meeting with
Duke Ellington resulted in an appearance at the
1965 Newport Jazz Festival but it was not until
1977 that he took up permanent residence in New
York. He has since returned to Cape Town
following the collapse of apartheid.
As my replacement boiler was
unaccountably delayed, the warmth of
the Royal Festival Hall was extremely
enticing. The Abdullah Ibrahim trio
played music that was soft and gentle,
and unfortunately he also favoured the
long
medley.
Cosseted
by the
temperature and soporific nature of the
music, my eyelids battled to remain open.

The band’s line-up of one drummer
and four guitarists was more like a
rock group but the sound was
definitely African. The evening started
with a song sung beautifully by one of
the two unnamed male backing
singers before Kanda Bongo Man appeared, wide
brim hat set at a jaunty angle Chevalier style.

The second set was marginally livelier than the
first with some of the township jazz through which
he made his name. But generally though, the pace
was incredibly slow as he teased out tunes, tender
and sweet, and lullabies that led gently to slumber
land.

The music started to speed up and two female
dancers joined him on stage. That was the signal
for the party to commence and soon most of the
audience was dancing to his infectious brand of
soukous. Nearly two hours later, suitably warmed
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A Motown filler

selections to appear in the Motorcity fanclub’s top
one hundred.

The other day I was sitting on a tube train,
heading for Highbury and reading Calling Out
Around The World, A Motown Reader, when a
man sitting opposite stopped me to ask if I was
enjoying the book. We got chatting and it turned
out that he was a big fan
and had bought every
single released in the UK.
Not only that but in those
days when Motown Fan
Club members seemed
to have unprecedented
access to the stars, he
had
taken
the
Marvelettes on a 140 bus
to Heathrow airport as
they wanted to ride on a
double-decker bus.

Edwin Starr – If My Heart Could Tell The Story
Drums to the fore as big voiced Edwin Starr starts
to belt out this story of a man still in the throes of
drowning in rejection. Edwin recorded more songs
like this for Motown but I never heard him sing
them live. He always seemed to be singing songs
from ‘War’ onwards plus the funkier material more
suited for dance floor fodder.
The Isley Brothers – My Love Is Your Love
(Forever)
Strings are the backcloth for this joyous song
about the ecstasy of being in love. Ronald Isley’s
golden voice swoops and soars, growing bright
with barely controllable passion as he sings ‘I’m in
love’. If only.
I find it remarkable that I didn’t first hear this until
Peter Young played it on his Jazz FM programme
on New Year’s Eve 2000. On the other hand, it’s
exciting to know there are still exceptional
recordings from days gone by for me to ‘discover’.

In the book, which is an
anthology of many of the articles written about
Motown over the years, a number of the writers
offer a list of their favourite Motown records. Being
an inveterate list maker myself and this being
written for the December issue, I thought I would
indulge myself and take the opportunity to compile
a list of my top five Motown recordings. When I
say Motown, I do not know the actual label on
which these tracks originally appeared, as I only
know them from CDs.









The Sun Never Sets On
Those Who Ride Into It

Bobby Taylor – Don’t Be Afraid
Swirling strings introduce this floater as Bobby
gently tries to provide reassurance to a girl hurt by
love until his voice takes flight providing a glimmer
of what heaven might be. I understand that there
was at least one respected LP. So how come
there has been no compilation on CD?

Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

David Ruffin – Walk Away From Love
This song is given a typically sweet Van McCoy
production but what makes it special is the
contrast provided by the expressive voice of David
Ruffin. The lyrics are about the fear of
commitment as a reluctant David hoarsely warns
his girlfriend that he is willing to ‘walk away from
love’. And as he breaks into a falsetto to sing
‘before love breaks my heart’, you can feel the
tears start to form.

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

Temptations – Just My Imagination (Running
Away With Me)
I’ve always loved the imagery of this Norman
Whitfield/Barrett Strong song about a young girl
and the relationship with her, which is only
imagined. Like most of the best Motown songs
you are hooked from the first notes as the
Temptations join in with their soothing ‘oohs’ over
rippling vibes. This is the only one of my

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com
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Mr Pastry
says “HOLD
THE THIRD
PAGE!”

days with Rockpile in the Seventies, recalled with
‘Girls Talk’.
I'm sorry Dave but I could have well done without
‘Bread Of Heaven’ which was incorporated into
what I can only describe as a Welsh interlude. I
am sure he means well and it is done, in the
words of a now long dead comedian and DJ,
Kenny Everett, in the best possible taste but
nothing gets my hackles up quicker than flagwaving nationalism which I find scary and, to say
the least, anachronistic. if that was not enough to
piss me off, he chose to follow it up with the awful
‘Your Song’, first ever hit and what would prove a
career of saccharin dirges for the ludicrously
overrated tunesmith Sir Elton John. Far more in
keeping with this magazine’s tastes, Dave gave us
a dextrous treatment of Arthur Smith’s ‘Guitar
Boogie’. Yes, for the most part pretty good, now
bring on the band and let’s get rockin’.

Dave Edmunds
Cabot Hall
Canary Wharf
Wednesday
September 10th
Plush venue, set in the heart of what was once
London's industrial centre, where once ships lined
quays; cranes stretched from Tower Bridge
through to Greenwich and beyond; where once
thousands of men toiled in those Docklands; now
replaced by luxury apartments sold at a price that
would have seemed unimaginable to those who
once worked and lived there. Such is the setting
for the Cabot Hall, essentially a function room
hired out for the odd gig; with a capacity of just a
few hundred it is hardly surprising that tickets sold
out rapidly.

After a brief intermission, Edmunds is back on
stage with a hot rocking-looking band, including
one time Rockpile member Billy Bremner on
second lead/rhythm. The sight of Geraint Watkins
seated at the keyboards brought a few whoops of
appreciation from the assembled Woodies.
Kicking off the second set with ‘Sound Off’, the
band were tight and would remain so for the most
part throughout the second set except, that is,
around halfway through during a
workout
on
Dion’s
little
masterpiece, ‘The Wanderer’,
which indeed fell apart badly. Billy
Bremner added his best gravelly
Cochran-ish vocals on ‘Trouble
Boys’ and keyboard maestro
Geraint Watkins performed well
above the call of duty on Chuck
Berry's ‘Sweet Little Rock And
Roller’, Dave's big hit from his hit
making era, ‘Crawling From The
Wreckage’ and the Smiley Lewis
original ‘I Hear You Knocking’.

Certainly, the national treasure that is Dave
Edmunds had more than a respectable turnout
from ‘Tales From The Woods’
contributors; veteran reviewer
Hard Rock Bunter, John ‘Mr
Angry’ Howard (who would
required
anger
management
counselling from his charming
wife Mary upon discovering the
price
of
drinks
in
this
establishment); an event such as
this resulted in the appearance of
TFTW marketing manager Ken
Major (a man not known for his
love of British born Rock’n’Roll);
from East Sussex came the
Duane Eddy of Hastings, Martyn
Harvey. Absent from duty that
evening was Shaky Lee Wilkinson
suffering, as he was, from a
particularly nasty bout of flu.

Hey what is that I see across the
way?
Ken
Major
bopping
deliriously to a British Rock’n’Roll
band, surely not! My eyes must
deceive me. No, it's true; it’s
happening. If it gets any better
than this across the Atlantic
divide, I have yet to see it. ‘Singing The Blues’,
‘Deep In The Heart Of Texas’, ‘I Knew The Bride’,
‘Queen Of Hearts’, ‘Here Comes The Weekend’.
Dave in good voice, the band as tight as the
proverbial duck’s arse. Excellent. Called back for
a well-deserved encore of ‘Let It Rock’, taking in
‘Shake, Rattle And Roll’ and ‘I'm Ready’ along the
way, we were sent home with big smiles on our
faces, our rockin’ needs satisfied.

The first set was to Dave alone on
stage with an acoustic guitar which he used to
open with a fine rendition of ‘Blue Moon Of
Kentucky’ before setting out on an extremely
eclectic set which took in the Charlie Chaplin
penned ‘Smile’, which the London born screen
legend wrote for his film The Millionairess. A nice
instrumental workout on the later period mop tops
composition ‘Lady Madonna’ and we were also
treated to a piece of Mozart’s Fourth Symphony
Allegro before returning to somewhat more
familiar ground with a nice helping of Dave's glory

Keith Woods
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The Blasters
Dingwalls
Camden Lock
Tuesday July 29th
Brothers Phil and Dave Alvin formed the Blasters
in California 23 years ago; after various splits, solo
ventures etc., the original quartet plus pianist
Gene Taylor is back to remind all those who dig
roots music what all the fuss was about in the first
place. Although I am very much a Blasters virgin, I
have caught brother Dave in action on a couple of
occasions in recent times. The first was in London
at the Borderline, where I came away decidedly
under impressed; fine guitar picking soaked in
Rock’n’Roll history for sure but, for me at least,
the fuse was never lit, no doubt not helped by the
venue’s muddy sound, Dave's vocals for the most
part being lost in the mix. The other being on their
native territory at a club in Los Angeles, California
where Dave shared the stage with the late Ronnie
Dawson. Tonight is very much a different ball
game, led from the front by singer and harmonica
blower Phil Alvin, a man built like the rock of
Gibraltar. Well folks, don't it make a hell of a
difference when you get someone out front who
can actually sing?

Long white beard and pork pie hat exposed
Meanwhile, a near-piratical looking brother Dave
shuffled through his box of tricks on lead guitar,
from high register soloing, moving down to some
fat riffs at the bottom end of the fretboard,
particularly on ‘Long White Cadillac’ and the title
track from their live album ‘Trouble Bound’.
Despite the unbearable heat, ‘Dark Night’ and ‘I'm
Shakin’ had me bopping in the tiny amount of
space allowed. The tempo was slowed a vehicle
for country rock inspired ‘Hear Me Crying For You’
and ‘You’re The Prettiest Women’. ‘Border Radio’
certainly got a whoop of appreciation from yours
truly; at one point whilst performing this, Phil was
sweating so badly, coupled with the lack of air, his
voice almost cracked out before taking a swig
from a bottle of mineral water, finally tipping the
entire contents over his head. Piano man Taylor
found time to play a tribute to Professor Longhair
and likewise the saxman blew in honour of the
equally sadly missed Lee Allan. Certainly got their
hearts in the right place, these guys. Great night.
Weren't there? You should have been!

Keith Woods
The Blasters’ full line up.



Dingwalls, or to give it its fancy new name Lock
17. So what is the point of that, corporate boys?
It's been Dingwalls for almost 30 years so why
change it now? Like of most of you I will continue
to call it in Dingwalls. The place was like a bloody
sauna; with daytime temperatures reaching a high
in the nineties, I guess it was around 110 degrees
in this airless room. Packed to the rafters, how no
one passed out must be due to the wonderful
rockin’ sounds emanating from the bandstand,
forcing us all to stay on our feet. The set hit a solid
groove from the word go with the brilliant
‘American Music’ from their debut album of a
couple of decades back. Keyboard man, the
aforementioned Gene Taylor, with long white
beard and pork pie hat, got to stretch out,
displaying his skills nicely on Bo Diddley’s ‘Don't
You Lie To Me’ and all the more so on an
excellent ‘Tag Along’, rolling out some barrel
house boogie woogie blues and Rock’n’Roll,
taking the microphone on several occasions to
allow a heavily perspiring Phil to take a breather.







'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to Chicago blues man John Brim who
died at his home in Gary, Indiana on 1st October
aged 81.

Born 10th April 1922 in Hopkinsville, Kentucky, as
a youngster his interest in the blues flowered upon
hearing the music of Big Bill Broonzy and Tampa
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Red and soon he was teaching himself
harmonica. The year 1941 would be where fate
took a stand; upon meeting a musician named
Homer Wilson they were soon working the
neighbourhood bars and, as the war years drew
on, he split for Indianapolis in search of work.
Holding down a day job while seizing every
opportunity to sit in at blues clubs during the night
hours, he still found time for self tuition on the
guitar. Soon his reputation allowed him to work
alongside the likes of Scrapper Blackwell and
Harmon Ray. Come 1945 he left for Chicago
where he performed with a string of names that
were, or soon would be, legends of the blues;
John Lee ‘Sonny Boy’ Williamson and Memphis
Minnie. He co-wrote ‘ice cream man’ with Elmore
James.

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also and
says farewell to string band musician, storyteller
and artist Howard ‘Louie Bluie’ Armstrong who
died at his home in Boston, Massachusetts on
30th July and aged 94 from complications after a
heart attack.

In 1947 Brim married his wife Grace, a singer and
harmonica player, she became one of the most
sought after drummers in Chicago. In 1960 the
pianist Big Maceo Merriweather arranged for the
Brims and bassist Alonce Tucker to join him in
Detroit at a recording session. Merriweather’s
career was suffering serious problems following a
stroke in 1946 that had left him without the use of
his right hand. Although he was still able to
contribute the bass rhythms, the treble flourishes
were supplied by a protégé James Watkins.
Amongst the numbers they cut were ‘Have You
Heard About It’ and ‘Without You My Life Don’t
Mean A Thing’. The next few years saw the Brims
return to the studio on a regular basis working
alongside Little Walter, Jimmy Reed and Eddie
Taylor. John also played guitar on Albert King's
debut session. Soon he would be providing some
of his most enduring records on the Chess label,
including ‘Rattlesnake’, ‘Ice Cream Man’ and,
possibly his calling card, ‘Tough Times’, all of
which were cut in 1953. It would be the late Sixties
before they saw wider release to take their place
as acknowledged classics.

One of the great things about attending the New
Orleans Heritage Festival, or indeed any such
event big or small, particularly in the southern
states, is to discover a musician or musicians you
have never heard of. Often of advanced age and
in the twilight of their careers, watching them
perform the realisation of their great talent
becomes immediately apparent, which develops
into an emotional experience, all to soon to be
looked back on as a cherished memory. The man
to which we here at the editorial board pay tribute
is a typical example.
Just a few short years back at the aforementioned
Heritage Festival, as I made my way from the
WZOZ jazz tent after witnessing another one of
the Crescent City’s best kept secrets in action, the
jazz/blues saxophonist/bagpipes maestro James
Rivers in action, I stopped for a brief chat with the
dedicated music fan from Germany whose face is
familiar at gigs and festivals throughout the United
States and Europe. One of the ‘must sees’ he
suggested to yours truly was Howard ‘Louie Bluie’
Armstrong.

He spent the next few decades in the steel town
of Gary, Indiana, made hundreds of club and
festival appearances, making only spasmodic
returns to the studio. 1994 saw the release of a
full-length album ‘Ice Cream Man’, mostly
featuring reworkings of his old blues hits, excellent
support provided from former Muddy Waters
sidemen Bob Margolin and Jerry Portnoy. It was
nominated for best traditional blues album of the
year of at the annual W C Handy awards. The
death of his wife Grace in 1999 curtailed his
performing activities but, in 2000, supported by his
road band, he released a final acclaimed album
‘Jake’s Blues’. During the final years he could still
be found gigging in the city that had become his
home for over three decades.

I thanked him for his advice before continuing on
my way a moment or two later, joining up with
TFTW marketing manager Ken Major. The word
was out. Howard ‘Louie Bluie’ was the man to see
this afternoon. “You know who he is?” Ken asked
enthusiastically. “No”, I replied with more than a
little hesitant embarrassment. “He is Louie
Armstrong's grandfather”. Well folks, a little
mental maths would reveal this to be one of our
erstwhile marketing manager’s famous wind ups.
Bearing in mind that if the Satchmo legend was
still with us he would be around 100 years old, this
would make ‘Louie Bluie’ around 140. Louie
Armstrong's grandfather he wasn't but what he
was could very likely be the last black string band
musician who travelled extensively throughout the
United States in the 1920s and ‘30s.

Keith Woods
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The Soul of Van – a review

A multi-instrumentalist, composer and singer he
had, in recent years, been belatedly recognised as
a treasure of American roots music. He
impressed audiences throughout the US with his
skills on no less than 22 instrument's, particularly
fiddle and mandolin. If that is not enough he was
also fluent in seven languages and known as a
visual artist. In the latter part of his career he
became
the
subject
of
two
television
documentaries Terry Zwigoff’s ‘Louie Bluie’ (1985)
and Leah Mahan's ‘Sweet Old Song’ (2002).

Tribute CDs are two-a-penny these days – there
have been albums dedicated to the works of
Dylan, Neil Young, Johnny Cash and Leonard
Cohen among many others. “Vanthology”
(Evidence Records) is the third collection of tunes
by Van Morrison, but this differs from the previous
ones in that the songs are performed by some of
the best soul and R&B performers around today.
Not all the songs work
equally in a soul context,
but some of Morrison’s
melodies are ideal for a
soul vocalist. One such
is “Into The Mystic”
(once covered by Ben E
King, here performed by
Frederick
Knight).
“Crazy Love” by Eddie
Floyd, “Have I Told You Lately” by William Bell,
and “Warm Love” by Otis Clay also work
successfully. “I Like It Like That” (not the Chris
Kenner song) dates back to the days when
Morrison fronted R&B band “Them”, and,
performed by Henry Butler, is probably the best of
the more up-tempo tunes here. Also from that era
comes Sir Mack Rice’s stomping “Gloria”.

Born Howard Taft Armstrong in Dayton,
Tennessee on the 4th March, 1909 one of nine
children his father was a blast furnace operator,
waiter and musician who, upon renouncing music
to become a preacher, gave Howard his mandolin
along with the warning that it was the devil's
instrument. In his late teens he joined a band led
by the Knoxville Fiddler, Blind Roland Martin.
Though known by several names over the years,
the group made their first recordings as The
Tennessee Chocolate Drops in 1930 for the
Vocalion label. During the Depression they toured
Appalachia and the southern states, playing
everything from medicine shows to coal mines
with an eclectic repertoire that included blues,
swing, spirituals and folk songs.
In 1933 the band moved to Chicago where they
performed at the World's Fair and recorded with
the likes of Big Bill Broonzy and Memphis Minnie.
During the Second World War he worked as a
sign painter for the Civil Service in Hawaii where
he witnessed the attack on Pearl Harbor. With the
war years over his old fashioned style had fallen
from favour and he could no longer make a living
from music. He worked on the Chrysler assembly
line in Detroit for many years until his style of
music found itself back in vogue.

Bettye Lavette is the only female presence here,
performing “Real, Real Gone”, a song in which
Morrison name-checked his soul heroes. Ellis
Hooks was hired to provide the guide vocals for
the featured singers, but did so well that he gets
his own track here in “Bulbs” (though what that
song is about is anyone’s guess). “Bright Side Of
The Road” incorporates the title of Dan Penn’s
most famous song in its lyrics, so it’s appropriate
that Penn performs this jaunty song here.

In 1971 he reformed his group, recorded a couple
of albums, ‘Barnyard Music’ (1972) and ‘That Old
Gang Of Mine’ (1975). Aware of Armstrong's
prowess in the visual arts, Quincy Jones asked
him to design a set for the film ‘The Color Purple’
(1985). In 1995 Armstrong recorded his only solo
album entitled ‘Louie Bluie’ that included new
versions of the early hits ‘Vine Street Drag’ and
‘Ted’s Stomp’. When asked recently for his
opinion of the television documentaries made
about him Armstrong, by all accounts, remarked
“It makes me feel very nice when people think
you've done something with your life”.

Producer John Tiven excludes horn sections on
the record to try to avoid the performances
sounding too much like the originals, but Chuck
Jackson’s “Moondance” is very close to its model.
Of Morrison’s better-known songs, the record
contains “Brown-Eyed Girl”, performed by Freddie
Scott, who worked with Morrison at Bert Berns’
Bang Records, and “Jackie Wilson Said”,
performed by Syl Johnson.
The album is completed by Son Seals (a fine
version of “Queens Of the Slipstream”), Bobby
Paterson (“My Lonely Sad Eyes”), and Little Milton
(“Tupelo Honey”).

Keith Woods






This will probably appeal more to Van Morrison
fans than to soul fans, but it is interesting to hear
these artists performing material which you would
not normally associate them with.
Alan Lloyd
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SOUL KITCHEN

Sure some of this thirty five-ish years old material
is not very fashionable today, and maybe slightly
dated now, 'Aware Of Love' with the lead vocal
taken by the molasses voiced Sam Gooden is one
step beyond doo-wop, while tunes like 'Little
Brown Boy', have the black pride stamp, and
'Don't Cry My Love' has an unusual twist to the
war theme, whereby the guy goes off to war to
find his lost brother to bring home. 'It's All Over',
once a hit for Walter Jackson, is slow, exactly
what it should be. The buoyant up tempo 'You
Ought To Be In Heaven' is as close as we get to a
jumping dance floor, but this is the exception as
the majority of the tracks are down-tempo tender
ballads all hallmarked with those distinctive
polished harmonies from Gooden and Cash.

'Required reading' - John Broven.
Welcome to this month’s kitchen.
CD OF THE MONTH
IMPRESSIONS...
DEFINITIVE
IMPRESSIONS
Part 2..... Kent 213
(Man Oh Man) I Want You Back : I'm Getting
Ready : You Ought To Be In Heaven : We're In
Love : No One Else : This Must End : Little Brown
Boy : Love's A Comin' : Gotta To Get Away : I
Love You (Yeah) : A Woman Who Loves Me :
Aware Of Love : Never Could You Be : Let Me Tell
The World : I Need To Belong To Someone :
You'll Want Me Back : Just Another Dance :
That's What Love Will Do : You've Got Me Runnin'
: She Don't Love Me : Devil In Your Soul : I've
Found That I've Lost : Long, Long Winter : Sister
Love : Puppy Love : Don't Cry No More : Falling In
Love With You : It's All Over.

Nowhere is this more true than on 'Just Another
Dance' a lilting striking melody, which the
Impressions make as warm and very personal, a
feature which was to grace their waxings for so
many years. I won't dwell as you all know the
Imps, but if I must choose one track from this
Aladdin’s cave, it's the tremendous 'This Must
End'. Mayfield’s piquant confusion in this moving
warm lingering ballad, with great silken
harmonies, gratuities to bring a tear to my eyes on
many plays over the years An outstanding
collection. Ace deserve a pat on the back for their
commitment to these Chicago legends.
RATING (out of 5) 4¾ Snowmen

Ace/Kent
have
been
digging into the Imps volts
for many years, reissuing
albums in their original,
including two for the price
of one, format, along with
conclusive compilations,
that cover literally every
success
the
group
enjoyed and more. Definitive Part 2 is no greatest
hits package, but is made up from their lesser
known cuts, such as dusty B sides and lost album
tracks, that do not normally find their way onto the
Imps’ numerous reissues, as the sleeve states,
the best of the rest.

Let's not forget that Curtis Mayfield tragically died
on 26th December 1999 at the age of 57.
A CHRISTMAS SOUL CRACKER
JOHNNY AND JON... CHRISTMAS IN
VIETNAM...... Jewel 776
From 1965 comes this pulsating piece of deep
soul, which combines Christmas with the anguish
of war. "Two lonely soldiers fighting a war", raps
one of the John's over a military funeral style drum
beat and faint jingle bells melody. From this
beginning the song develops into the classic male
duo gospel styled vocal interplay deepie. Organ
and light guitar provide the backing as Johnny and
Jon call and respond pouring out a torrent of bitter
denunciation of the loneliness and isolation of war.
As in many great soul duo records they spirit into
an impassioned expression of some indefinable
anguish as they wail and let rip about being away
from home over Christmas. "The bells will ring
Silent night in this heart of mine" with the second
John screaming "I'm in a foxhole baby", "Vietcong
everywhere I look baby". Brilliant churchiness,
spine tingling Deeeeep ultimate heartbreaking
soul.

Apart from his voice, Curtis Mayfield's main gift,
one which he still maintained even after his tragic
accident, is as a songwriter; every single one of
the twenty eight tracks here are written or cowritten by Mayfield. Melodies as delicate and
fragile as the finest crystal were flowing from his
pen, and a goodly few are present here. Tunes
like 'I Need To Belong To Somebody' and 'I've
Found That I've Lost' renew lost acquaintances
that tug at the memory and heart, their themes of
lost or unrequited love only enhancing this affect.
The Impression sound, along with Johnny Pate’s
arrangements, so seemingly fragile yet so
accomplished with Mayfield’s brittle tenor lead
bolstered by the burnish of Sam Gooden and Fred
Cash were perfectly suited to this style,
developing a unique identifiable sound and style,
which has since become a cornerstone of vocal
group technique.

The B side 'Why Did You Leave Me' seems to
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have just the one John on vocals, unless they
have identical vocals chords when they are not
preaching, on this uncluttered melodic builder,
over a throbbing bass and sax, with a tasty mid
break blow. The track slowly erects to a falsetto
climatic finish.

with Sheen in 1962 was the single 'How Many
Nights-How Many Days' recorded in New York,
backed with 'How Can We Ever Be Together'
Liberty Records.
A few months later Spector moved his recording
operation to Los Angeles, where he booked time
at a studio, Gold Stars, located at the corner of
Santa Monica Boulevard and Vine
Street. The site of many hit records,
Gold Star was noted for its
exceptionally resonant echo chamber,
located in the bathroom! The first
session Spector put together there and
produced was 'He's A Rebel', released
under the name of the Crystals, even
though all the singing was done by the
Blossoms* a female group with a
previous longitude recording career.
Spector hired them as studio singers,
which included Darlene Wright and
Fanita James, along with Sheen
singing the high tenor. It was at a second Gold
Star session, around late 1962, that Sheen found
himself singing the lead part on a version of a
children's song from a 1940 Walt Disney film,
Song Of The South, 'Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah', which
Spector re-styled. Originally to be released under
the name of Bobby and the Holidays, it hit the
streets as Bob B Soxx & the Blue Jeans, along
with Darlene Wright* and Fanita James, who
collaborated as the Blue Jeans.

THE BOBBY SHEEN STORY
"Ladies and Gentlemen. You know the
custom has always been to introduce
the spokesman to you before the story
beings. So with no further ado, yeah,
let me introduce myself to you, I'm DR
LOVE". Robert Joseph Sheen was
born 17 May 1941 in St Louis Missouri.
His family moved to Southern
California and he grew up in West
Hollywood, then a racially mixed
district. Heavily influenced by the high
powerful vocals of Clyde McPhatter,
the Drifters’ first important lead singer
in the early fifties. Sheen was also gifted with a
high voice, and in his early teens was very much
sought after to front many local amateur groups.
Sheen's real early show business experience
came as a member, between 1958 and 1961, of
The Robins, one of the most popular Los Angeles
vocal groups of the late fifties, in which Sheen
sang lead, replacing Grady Chapman. During this
period with the Robins, Sheen is found on lead
vocals with The Ding Dongs, a Johnny Otis
carnation from the nucleus of the Robins, which
had two singles released in 1960 on Eldo and
Todd records. In 1961 Sheen became half of
Marvin and Johnny with Marvin Phillips. Marvin
had a rapid turnover of Johnny's and Sheen was
soon on his way. Several other Robins also
recorded with Marvin Phillips.

Spector had assembled three guitarists, three
bassists, two pianists, four saxophonists, two
drummers, and percussionist, among other
session players. Which in turn created the sound
Spector had whirling in his head, the legendary
thunderous wall of sound which formed the basis
of all Spector's following recordings, comprising a
peculiar mixture of noisy choral charm. 'Zip-ADee-Doo-Dah' became a top ten hit over the
Christmas of 1962, it helped pave the way for the
records by the Crystals and the Ronettes which
established Philles as the last great phenomenon
before pop changed course, and losing it's
innocence with the arrival of the Beatles and like.
Sheen released two more
Bob B Soxx singles in
1963, 'Why Do Lovers
Break Each Other's Heart'
which features Sheen's
unforgettable
opening,
oom-oppa-toom,
oppatoom, oppa-toom, oppatoom, oppa-toom, oppatoom, oppa-toom, before
the ladies join in ‘Why do
lovers...’, and 'Not Too
Young To Get Married' on both of which Darlene
Love* took over lead vocals, as she had,

In 1962 Sheen hooked up with Phil Spector, who
also grew up in West Hollywood, through a
recommendation from Lester Sill, a prominent
Hollywood music business figure who had just
gone into partnership with the twenty one year old
producer to form the Philles Record label in New
York. Spector was also briefly employed as head
of A&R at Liberty's records and his first venture
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uncredited, on 'He's A Rebel' and the Crystals
next hit, 'He's Sure The Boy I Love'. Neither of
these two follow up singles matched the Blue
Jeans initial success, so Spector turned his
interest elsewhere, and the group’s run was over,
but not before the group made their contribution to
the producer's legendary A CHRISTMAS GIFT
FOR YOU FROM PHIL SPECTOR 1963 album,
where Soxx were rewarded with two tracks, with
Sheen delivering a soaring lead vocal on a
magnificently thunderous arrangement of 'The
Bells Of St Mary's', arguably his finest hour on
record.

Fabulous Coasters, performing with them right up
until a few weeks before his death. At Hemsby in
1995 he pops up as a Penguin. I have one other
cut, which can be found on LOST DEEP SOUL
TREASURES 3, a slow paced tripping tale, 'Love
Stealing' a typically cheating saga, with an
undercurrent of pure deep soul, with has his fine
falsetto at full flight as the record fades out.
Bobby Sheen died of pneumonia on the 23rd
November 2000.
* Starting out as the Dreamers who were a
group of girls from Fremont High School who
first recorded in 1954 with Richard Berry,
including 'Louie Louie'. In 1955 along with
Jessie Belvin as backup singers they hit the
charts on Etta James’ 'Good Rockin Daddy'.
They had numerous forty five releases out
under their own name on Flair, RPM and
Flip. Reducing members they then went on
to record as The Rollettes with two releases
in 1956 on Class records. In 1957 The
Rollettes evolved into The Blossoms
featuring a new singer named Darlene
Wright (Love). The Blossoms went onto
record under their own name, only charting,
just, with 'Son-In-Law' Challenge Records in
May 1961, follow ups failed to make much
impression. In the summer of 1962 fate
stepped in to make the Blossoms the
ultimate uncredited group of the sixties.

In 1962 Spector tried the wall of sound with a
male group that featured Sheen, The Alley Cats,
'Puddin' 'N' Tain' (Ask Me Again and I'll Tell You
The Same)'/'Feel So Good' Phillies Records,
which surprisingly made the top fifty.
During his Soxx period Sheen occasionally
moonlighted, and around the later part of 1962 he
formed, along with Bobby Nunn, a kind of fake
Coasters group, The Coasters Mark II, finally
joining the group full time in 1964 through to 1966.
Bobby Nunn was the bass singer with the Robins
from 1947 to 1955, who then split and along with
other Robin members went on to form the
Coasters, who went on to global success,
notching up seventeen US hit records between
1955 and 1962.
Sheen appears on record in 1963 with the group
The Happy Tones, 'Summertime Nights'/'Papa,
Shame', Colpix Records, before moving to
Dimension Records where an unsuccessful forty
five was released, Bob Willis country nugget, 'My
Shoes Keep Walking Back To You' b/w 'I Want
You For My Sweetheart'.

Among the group's many activities they were
session singers for Phil Spector's set up. 'He's A
Rebel' which apparently was prepared for an
original group of girls called The Crystals, but they
were reluctant to travel to record the song, so the
record was cut with the Blossoms along with
Bobby Sheen singing high tenor, released under
the name of the Crystals. Blossom members
Darlene Wright and Fanita James along with
Sheen, went onto become Bob B Sox & The Blue
Jeans, also singing on other Crystal hits.

In 1966 Sheen signed a contract with Capitol
Records, releasing the excellent dance single 'Dr
Love', (was this the original, or did the
Entertainers IV on Dore Records come first?) with
its crisp backing, rolling percussion and rousing
strings; alas this goody failed to get any chart
action, but to us soulies it remains a classic, and
found much favour with the Northern Soul scene,
as did the follow up 'Something New To Do', the b
side to 'Can't Break The News To Myself. 'Sweet
Sweet Love' was another release around this
time. He continued to record through the
seventies, notably for Warner Bros in 1972 and
Chelsea in 1975, and briefly ran his own record
label Salsa Picante.

Darlene Wright, now re christened Love, went on
to have a very healthy solo career, initially in 1963
with slushy pop ditties, 'Today I Met (The Boy I'm
Going To Marry)', 'Wait Until My Bobby Gets
Home' and 'A Fine Fine Boy', all sizeable hits. In
1964 the Blossoms were introduced to producer
Jack Good, which results in a two year residences
on the TV show SHINDIG. From 1967 to 1972 the
Blossoms had numerous record releases. In the
early seventies toured with Elvis Presley, along
with other touring duties, and session work,
performing as back up singers for as diverse
artists as, Doris Day, Paul Anka, Duane Eddy,
Sam Cooke, Buck Owens through to Tom Jones.
Darlene Love left the group in 1981 and continued
to have a successful career in TV, back up
session work, solo performances, a soap opera,

Success as a solo artist proved elusive, so in
1979 he resumed his career once again, as a
member of one of several groups trading under
the name of the Coasters, first with Billy Richards’
Coasters, then through the eighties and nineties
he sang on and off with Grady Chapman’s The
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Daniel Johnson

Come On My People/Brother Nathan
Island 250
Major Lance
Everybody Loves A Good Time/I
Just Can't Help It
Columbia 7787
Jackie Lee
The Duck/Let Your Conscience
Be Your Guide
Fontana 646
Ketty Lester
West Coast/I'll Be Looking Back
Capitol 15427
Little Eva
Stand By Me/That's My Man
Stateside 477
Ernie Maresca
It's Their World/I Can't Dance
London 10008
Millie & Jackie
This Is My Story/Never Again
Island 253

musicals, and a budding film career.
I found Bobby Sheen's story quite intriguing, a
gigantic can of worms that needs a lot more
digging, he seems to have been everywhere.
Anyway I will attempt a discography soon, any
help out there from TFTW land would be
appreciated.
UTRECHT 15/11/03
The Utrecht soul four surpassed even the wildest
expectations.
This
was
an
enthralling
flabbergasting Dutch soul treat. Charles Walker
was absolutely tremendous pouring out his brand
of deepish soul, mainly from his recent CD
masterpieces, a throwback to the glorious soul
days of yesteryear. More please. Lou Pride was
hypnotizing, bringing with him a whole heap of
goodies, amazing plaintive soul, particularly
'Twisting The Knife'. More, more please. Howard
Tate was in command over an awestruck
audience from the first drum roll. His tight band
complimented his ageless exceptional vocals
perfectly. He was cooking, leaving no stone
unturned as he trawled through his timeless back
catalogue 'Ain't Nobody Home', 'Look At Granny
Run Run', ‘Get It While You Can' etc. to his more
recent recordings, particularly a searing soul
ballad 'Sorry Wrong Number' phew, tremendous
stuff. More, more, more please. And there was,
Maxine Brown, who can still produce the goods,
belying her 66 years, soaring Soulboy’s pulse rate,
for many reasons. She sprinted back across time,
dusting off her oldies, 'All In My Mind', 'Oh No, Not
My Baby' etc. her voice coming across beautifully.
Brilliant soul heaven. A full report will feature in
TFTW soon. Roll on next year.

Don Covay

Esther Phillips

Esther Phillips
The Riots
Ska
Lee Roy
Back
Dee Dee Sharp
Need Of Love

Joe Tex

Release Him/Be Honest With Me
Ember 221
Yeah Yeah/ Baba Brooks : Virginia
Island 247
Ee Oh Baby/My Loving Baby Come
Island 251
I Really Love You/Standing In The
Cameo Parkway 375

Joe Tex
Sweet Woman Like You/Close The
Door
Atlantic 4058
The Two Kings
Hit You Let You Feel It/ The Sufferer
: Honey I Love You Island 249
The Ventures
Sleigh Ride/White Christmas
Liberty 10219
The Wailers
What's New Pussycat/Where Will I
Find
Island 254
Dee Dee Warwick
Gotta Get A Hold Of Myself/Another
Lonely Saturday Mercury 890
Dionne Warwick
Are You There/If I Ever Make You
Cry
Pye 25338
Lenny Welch
Run To My Lovin' Arms/Coronet
Blue
London 10010

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
December 1965. This month simply oozes with
Christmas cheer! There's a duck......yum.
Len Barry
Hearts Are Trumps/Little White
House
Cameo Parkway 969
James Brown
Try Me/Papa's Got A Brand New
Bag
Philips 1458
Solomon Burke
Only Love Can Save Me Now/Little
Girl That Loves Me Atlantic 4061
The Clarendonians
May Bien (My Friend)/You Are A
Fool
Ska 219
Don Covay/Goodtimers Seesaw/I Never Get Enough Of Your
Love
Atlantic 4056
Lonnie Donegan
World Cup Willie/Where In The
World Are We Going Pye 15993
(Why would Willie be released in December?)
Duane Eddy
House Of The Rising Sun/Don't
Think Twice
Colpix 788
Jackie Edwards
White Christmas/My Love And I
Island 255
Charlie & Inez Foxx
Hummingbird/If I Need Anyone
London 10009
Norma Fraser
Heartaches/Everybody
Loves
A
Lover
Ska 223
Betty Harris
What A Sad Feeling/I'm Evil Tonight
Stateside 475
The Invitations
What's
Wrong
With
Me
Baby/Why Did My Baby Turn Bad
Stateside
478

Soulboy’s top five for this month would be Don
Covay, Major Lance, The Invitations, Dee Dee
Warwick and Jackie Lee.
It's sad to report that Arthur Conley died on
November 17th from cancer. A full obituary will
follow in next issue.

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
Compo Time

for the first time. I have a feeling it won't be her
last either.
Although they do now serve beer, it made a
refreshing change to sit down at tables and order
a huge meal while Fifties Flash spun some very
rockin' sounds. Then the Ray Thompson Trio did
a good 30 minute set, and finally, about 11.30 pm
(this is evidently not a venue for those who go
early to bed, or who are without transport) Linda
came on stage, backed by the capable Trio. For
her sound check earlier she had done her version
of 'In The Mood'./'Boogie Woogie Country Man
(Girl)' (aka 'In The Boogie
Woogie Country Mood')
which whetted everyone's
appetite, and an old
Rocker on my table who
had never seen Linda
before was bowled over
saying: 'She's just like
Jerry Lee!' But it was not
just old Rockers; there
were quite a few teens
and twenties in the
audience too.

Below is a photograph of Nick 'Peter Pan' Cobban
gazing with affection at the countenance of
Charles 'Speak Up Boy' Dale.
We now invite the illustrious readership to submit
their appropriate captions. A prize (as yet of
undetermined size) will be awarded to the winner.
Entries to the usual address (see back of mag)

Linda opened with that number, and did a
pulverizing, rockin' set which didn't finish till after 1
a.m. in the morning. The crowd just kept
demanding more and more encores. It was a wild
show and a wild, enthusiastic crowd. I can't
remember all the rockers Linda performed, but
they were all there, many of her brother's big early
hits including a raunchy, rockin' version of 'What'd
I Say' (this song just gets better every time Linda
sings it, and so do her shows). Among the
numbers like 'Shake, Rattle And Roll', 'Johnny B.
Goode', 'Rip It Up', 'Jailhouse Rock', 'Let's Have A
Party', 'Whole Lotta Shakin'', etc. Linda threw in a
few slower numbers such as 'One Night With You'
and a beautiful 'Crazy Arms' which also went
down well with the crowd, also an uptempo
'Jambalaya'.

Example: Nick Cobban enquires of a stunned Dr
Dale what exactly happened to the specimen he
left on the table in the now-empty glass?









Linda Gail Lewis
Rocks The Ace Cafe!

There were also a few gospel numbers, such as
'Strange Things Happening Every Day' and the
great 'Where Could I Go (But To The Lord)', both
from Linda's recent 'Rock'n'Roll' CD. The latter
had the audience clapping along as if they were at
a Pentecostal Revival meeting, and this continued
for the next number, a rockin' version of 'When
The Saints Go Marchin' In'. Linda closed the show
with a string of Rock’n’Roll numbers, and
somehow the frail looking keyboard survived
intact till the end. In her last encore, 'Good Golly
Miss Molly', I felt she epitomized that song (noone has a chance to sleep or hear anyone call
while Miss Linda's on stage!) She certainly is the
Wild Lady of Rock'n'Roll, and her performance,
like her brother's, at times becomes so powerful
and enthusiastic it can only be described as

Hearing last week that Linda was playing the
legendary Ace Cafe on Saturday 15th November,
a friend offered me a lift to this remote Mecca for
the Rocker/motorbike crowd on London's busy
North Circular Road. This was my first visit to this
unique venue, which was going strong in the
1950s, and was featured in the film 'The Leather
Boys'. Just visiting this place was a treat in itself,
and as soon as we walked in the door we spotted
Linda, who told me she was also visiting the Ace
11

manic. I can just imagine any outsider who might
have been wandering around the North Circular in
the wee small hours looking through the windows
and saying: 'Good Golly Miss Molly, who is this
wild, wild woman singing and playing as though
possessed?'.

known about the man? Mid last century I
purchased what currently is my most played
album of all time - The Lonnie Donegan
"Showcase" 10" LP (NPT 19012); this is the
famous album which includes the classics
"Nobody's Child" and "Frankie & Johnny". Thus, in
1956 I became familiar with Denny Wright, Nick
Nichols and Mickey Ashman whose names
appeared on the sleeve, long before I knew the
names of Elvis's sidemen.
A few months ago '50s radio and all music British
expert, and Eagle comics collector Darren Vidler,
spotted a "This Is Your Life" evening with Mickey
Ashman at the Pump House, Watford; this was
one evening I was not going to miss! The
atmospheric Pump House still contains some of
its original architecture and fittings, and its
refurbishment to a modern customised music
room complete with stage and modern technology
has been a successful change. Check it out if you
are in the area.

Linda Gail takes time off to read her fave mag
We had passed the Hammersmith Apollo (where
Jerry played on two occasions in the 1980s) on
our way to the Ace Cafe, and crowds were lining
up to see another female singer, Kylie Monogue.
We definitely got the better deal – I feel sorry for
the Kylie fans missing out on real talent! When
Linda rocks she really rocks, and when she sings
slow numbers both her voice and piano playing
are really beautiful. I certainly vote Linda as my
favourite female artist; she is so versatile.

Arriving just a couple of minutes late I was led to
my seat, coincidentally next to Darren, and in front
of me a sea of either grey hair or no hair heads
bobbed to the strains of the house band playing
one of several Fats Waller tunes performed that
night. After a couple of stompers from the Neville
Dickie Rhythm Makers which included Neville onpiano (sadly no boogie woogie this time), Norman
Emberson - drums, Alan Beachey - tpt, Goff
Dubber - clarinet, the 77 years young Mickey
Ashman on upright bass was called to the front of
the stage by the BBC interviewer and writer Mike
Pointon, and invited to take a seat for what was to
be the first half of a very entertaining evening.

I'm glad I saw her debut at the Ace, because I will
miss her regular twice a year appearance at the
Half Moon, Putney (Southwest London) on
November 22nd due to being at the Rhythm Riot
to see the likes of Billy Lee Riley and Big Al
Downing. A busy week for Rock’n’Roll, with Bill
Haley's Original Comets and Jerry Lee-style
teenager Terry and the Wild Ones on at the
Tennessee Club on Thursday. Why are great
Rock’n’Roll events like London buses? None for
ages, then three come along all at once?
Tony Papard







The session basically was a series of questions
and answers (no guests as in the popular TV
series) and covered the period from the '30s
dance band days to the eminence of trad jazz and
beyond. Mickey's reflections and wonderful
anecdotes were obviously a small dip into his
deep vaulted memory bank. Mickey in verbal full
swing did require some leverage back to the
question(s) concerned, however every diversion
brought forth many revealing and humorous facts
leaving us, the audience, eager for more. The
skiffle period was unfortunately only briefly
mentioned, and Rock’n’Roll not at all. However a
further entertaining evening with Mickey and
surprise guest may be in the offering for TFTW
readers early next year, when more revelations of
the skiffle years will be promulgated. So we start
when a few minutes into the discussion our
steaming editor Keith Woods arrived a huffin' and
a puffin'.



Mickey Ashman - A Jazz &
Skiffle Legend
Subtitled "Thank You Pinky & Perky and
Goodnight!
During the 1950s, Mickey Ashman's upright bass
could be heard thumping away on many Lonnie
Donegan unbreakable 78rpm Pye Nixa hits, and
sighted on numerous TV, radio and stage shows.
Mickey was probably as much an inspiration to
budding tea chest bass skifflers and upright bass
jazzers alike, as Bill Black and Joe Maudlin
became to future Rock’n’Roll and rockabilly slap
bassists. However, outside of jazz circles and
within the confinements of skiffle, how much is

Mike opened the chat to explain that he first saw
Mickey perform with the Ken Colyer Jazz Band in
City Hall Croydon, 1956, and Mickey was quick to
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confirm that this was the original classic Colyer
band but he was never actually employed as part
of the band. Taking us back a few years Mickey
delved a little into the family history and mentioned
that his father played organ and was headmaster
of Colindale Boys School and had a brother who
could play piano by ear.

Club and this really was the first step on Mickey's
professional ladder. During this period Mickey was
going to many dances and shows etc., and fondly
remembers seeing Freddy Randall at the
Cricklewood Palais on a Thursday night.
It was with much affection that Mickey talked
about his musical apprentice years in 1948 with
the Mike Daniels Jazz Band. Mickey was working
in Edgware with the Charlie Barber Trio + 1 at the
time, Charlie booked Mike Daniels and when
Mike's sousa player failed to turn up Mickey
stepped in on bass and then became a regular
member of the Mike Daniels band. Rehearsals
were twice a week, excepting if a Wednesday
Mickey regularly would be found greyhound racing
at Wembley. Occasionally in 1949 Humphrey
Lyttleton would see them play at the Delta Jazz
Club, and when Mickey was told by his mother
that Lyn Dutton had called and said Humph
wanted to meet him in his office in Tin Pan Alley
(Denmark Street), he actually fainted.

On leaving school, Mickey joined De Havilands in
Kingsbury
working
on
aircraft
engines,
conscripted into the airforce in 1945, and in 1947
posted to RAF Watton as ground crew working on
Lancasters. In particular Mickey was assigned to
spending most of his time working on his C.O's
Gypsy Proctor, and such was the affection
between the C.O. and his aircraft, that during the
bitter winter of 1947 when all staff were sent home
from the freezing billets, Mickey had to stay in his
"igloo" alone to ensure the Proctor fired up every
morning.
On posting to RAF Cosford there was a wind-up
gramophone in the billet and amongst the many
dance band 78s, e.g. Ambrose, Felix Mendehlson,
Harry Gold Band etc, Mickey was introduced to
the jazz of the "Chocolate Dandies" by friend Phil
Brown. Such was Mickey's enthusiasm that when
listening to AFN he would play some "air-bass",
and was observed gleefully by a fellow squaddie,
drummer Peter Middleton, who asked if Mickey
would play bass the following Saturday night in the
Sergeant's Mess. Mickey said he would and found
an old wooden 3 string bass in the band room,
and somehow managed to survive the gig to earn
his 10 bob. The following Saturday the Officer's
Mess required Mickey for another session which
he duly accepted, if only for the fact that he
fancied a WAAF. Mickey finished the gig with
bleeding fingers (bound with insulation tape) and
£1 wage for his pains, without the WAAF, who
had sloped off with a corporal!

Mickey was duly invited to join Humph's band and
thus began life on the road. Much of this was rail
travel where the opportunity of listening and
learning paid dividends in years to come. Mickey
was amused that whilst the band looked
immaculate in their black suits and ties, Humph
would lead the band in odd sox and brown
sandals! By this time Mickey had sold his 7000 x
78rpm collection and was somewhat scornful of
the emerging vinyl albums. One track in particular
that stood out in his mind was the original 78rpm
version of "Panama Rag" by Pops Foster, which
appeared on album as a completely different
master and in Mickey's opinion vastly inferior.
Mickey mentioned the "first skiffle record made in
the UK in 1952 was by the Humphrey Lyttleton
band”. Mickey had previously purchased the 4 x
78rpm album "Dan Burley and His Skiffle Boys"
which he first saw in Switzerland. This included
Dan Burley - piano, Pops Foster - bass, and
Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee, possibly issued
on Oriole. Johnny Parker heard it, and one of the
tracks was lifted by Humph and recorded live at
the Conway Hall and released as "Big Cat Little
Cat". This in Mickey's opinion is the first skiffle
record. It was later re-issued by Humph as "Feline
Stomp". (Does anybody else have any views of
the 1st skiffle record issued in the UK?)

The day after demob (5th Nov 1948), Mickey
received a call suggesting a gig at the White Hart,
Willesden, on Saturday paying the union rate of
25/-d. So with a loan of £50 from his mother,
Mickey and his brother travelled up to Selmars in
London and purchased a bass for £50. Declining
a bag for the instrument, the shop wrapped it in
brown paper and Mickey volunteered his brother
to carry it home on the tube to their home in
Kingsbury. After unwrapping the bass to Mickey's
horror he discovered it had 4 strings, not the 3
that he was accustomed to! His mother then
made up a cover from an old curtain, and Mickey
still retains that bass to this day, giving it an
affectionate little stroke now and then.

A story, which caused much audience mirth,
related to a recording session at the Esquire
studio in London's Piccadilly. Some tape/acetate
caught fire and filled the studio in smoke. To exit,
the band members formed an 'elephant line' on
their hands and knees and Mickey's obviously
pulled the short straw with his head shoved up
Beryl Bryden's posterior! Comments regarding
potential igniting gases closed the commentary!

At the Willesden gig Mickey met a certain tenor
player, - Jimmy Skidsmore, who asked if he could
play at the Raynor's Lane Hotel on the Tuesday
(Mickey's 21st) for the Harrow Borough Football
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Wilson Kepple & Betty (the skinny sand-dancers).
Apparently Wilson & Kepple had not spoken to
each other for 21 years, and when after each
show a crate of Guinness was provided to both
dressing rooms, they each individually entertained
their guests. Betty, who during the sand act wore
a mask, was not allowed to mingle with the other
acts on threat she would be sent home. In fact
she was sent home having "mingled" with Lonnie.
The new "Betty" lasted no better and was
removed after 2.5 weeks!
Ken Colyer’s band

Mickey's downfall with Lonnie was caused by
Pinky & Perky! Mickey had seen the puppet act at
the London Palladium and remembered the
special shadow effect by use of UV lighting.
Mickey introduced this on 6.5 Special,
unfortunately the cameraman dwelled at great
length on Mickey and the upright bass which
annoyed Lonnie so much that Mickey was sacked
from the band.

Circa 1951/2 a splinter group was formed
between Humph's and Ken Colyer’s band "The
Christie Bros. Stompers" which according to
Mickey was the definitive Ken Colyer Band, this
included Ken, Mickey, Keith and Ian Christie,
George Hopkinson, Ben Marshall, and Pat
Hawes.
After 5 and a half years with Humph, during late
'56, Mickey left when the band decided to up ship
to Warsaw, Poland. Mickey found some work with
Eric Delaney and Winnie Atwell, and eventually
Chris Barber enticed Mickey to join the band with
an offer of £175 - £220 a week; Mickey had been
earning £12.50 with Humph! After 18 months or
so with Barber, Mickey joined Lonnie Donegan
who had broken away to form his skiffle group
with Denny Wright and Nick Nicholls. Mickey
remained with Lonnie for 3 years which included a
7 weeks tour of the USA travelling with the Harlem
Globetrotters
in
their
DC8,
(remember
Meadowlark? Also seem to remember Sweet
Georgia Brown being their theme tune). This was
lucrative business for all concerned, even the
program hustlers carried guns.

When Lonnie was on "This Is Your Life" neither
Mickey, Denny nor Nick were invited on the show.
The blame did not lie with Lonnie but with the
ignorant programme personnel who did not
research back before 1960. Mickey is visibly still
very angry about this. However when Michael
Aspel produced a TV programme called "Trouble
With The '50s" which included Lonnie, Lonnie
insisted that Mickey should be included. When
approached Mickey refused to do the show, but
when informed he would be paid £150 for own car
usage, £500 for rehearsal and £1000 for an
appearance, Mickey quickly changed his mind!
After Lonnie, Mickey fell on some lean times with
hardly any musical work coming in, although he
did some USA military camp work for 50/-d. Dickie
Bishop was in a similar situation and after a meetup and a long boozy night, by 5am Mickey and
Dickie had formed a new band, if only on paper.
They phoned Lyn Dutton who immediately
provided gigs at the Fishmongers, Wood Green.

At the Birdland, New York's famous Jazz club,
Mickey met and was enthralled by bass player
Oscar
Pettiford.
Oscar's
comment
that
"Professionals can do it all" is a phrase which
Mickey still carries to this day. At the Bluenote
Club Mickey noticed a guy regularly getting up on
stage and scat singing - badly. When he asked
the resident bass player who guy was it turned out
to be Woody Herman! Woody on introduction to
Mickey suggested that when Mickey got to San
Francisco he should call up his wife, Dolly, who
would provide dinner. Such is the cordiality of the
Americans that in fact this is exactly what
happened. The shows were very much variety
based and Donegan was only given a 5 minute
slot between the 8 or so Russian jugglers,
dancers etc.

In 1962 Mickey composed a tune called
'Hummingbird', and 31 years later was amazed to
hear it played to a Russian ice skating team on
TV, this prompted him to join the Performing
Rights Society (PRS) and is now receiving royalty
cheques to many songs he now owns.
Mickey mentioned a few names amongst the
hundreds he has worked with, including
Champion Jack Dupree. Mickey rated Dupree
very highly and one particular Dupree song, "Bring
Me Flowers", was very emotionally felt by the
band. Mickey I am sure has many great stories
about Jack who he reckons "was a bit coarse at
times"!

Mickey enjoyed life with the Donegan trio, and
particularly remembers appearing on the Moss
Empire circuit doing 2 performances per night
playing their hit records with the likes of Di Morris,

Mickey drew an audience of about 130 which
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must have been near capacity, and the average
age had to be 70 with Darren being the "wee
bairn". Mickey still performs in the Ken Colyer's
Trust Band, look out for gigs around the London
area. Before the Pump House band finally took
the stage, Mickey closed the interview with the
following positive words, worthy of consideration
for those occupied in PR:
"AMBITIONS ARE THE LAST HOPES OF
FAILURE!"

Mirror. Based in Hassocks, Sussex and dedicated
to issuing rare American fifties Rock’n’Roll, I duly
sent off for my first Injun single – ‘10 Long Fingers
(On 88 Keys)/Thrill Of Love’ by (Groove) Joe
Poovey (sic). I was so enamoured with this frantic
piano piece that I acquired the next release in the
new year – Poovey’s ‘Move Around c/w ‘Til I Waltz
Again With You’ by Bill Reeder. I had (wrongly)
assumed Poovey to be a pianist, but this one
proved to be a tough guitar led rocker, and was
just as wild.

Mickey's final calling card was to take the stage
with a blistering version of "Big Noise From
Winnetka". With fingers picking the famous refrain
and the drummer on his knees beating out the
rhythm on the strings, this brought the house
down, no finer way to end a terrific night of
nostalgia.
Ken Major







Arnold Joseph Poovey was born in Dallas, Texas
on 10th May 1941. By the age of 12 he was
playing guitar and had formed his own country
band, the Hillbilly Boys, playing the Big D
Jamboree billed as Jumping Joe Poovey. After
witnessing audience reaction to the emerging
Elvis Presley, Poovey moved towards Rock’n’Roll,
meeting producer Jim Shell with whom he was to
write both sides of that inaugural Injun 45. His first
recording in 1957 for the Dixie label, a subsidiary
of Starday, was ‘Move Around’ (written by his
guitarist Les Gillian) c/w ‘Careful Baby’. ‘Ten Long
Fingers’ was the follow-up, with that scorching
piano playing courtesy of band member C.B.
Oliver.



Neither single sold well, and several other tracks
remained in the can until Rockin’ Ronnie Weiser
licensed five cuts which he put out on a Rollin’
Rock EP in the late seventies – ‘Sweet
Louella/Nursery Rock/Don’t Blame It on Me/My
Life’s Ambition/Silence Baby’. In the early eighties
‘Groovey’ Joe Poovey embarked on a couple of
European tours, playing several dates in England
and even doing a recording session over here, but
he wasn’t finding it easy to recapture that
rockabilly essence of the fifties.
On 6th October 1998 Poovey passed away in his
sleep, leaving behind a handful of cherished
recordings which are still revered by Rock’n’Roll
fans. As for the short-lived Injun label, a
collaboration between Trevor Egleton and Piers
Chalmers, through which I was introduced to rare
rockin’ grooves by the likes of Roy The Hound
Hall, Grant Grieves, Tooter Boatman, Eddie Bell,
Royce Porter, Vern Pullens, Alvis Wayne and N.A.
Stevenson, Piers can still be found dealing at
various record fairs around the country.







From forty five years ago I present to you the
Record Mirror chart dated 5/12/58:



SHAKY LEE’S
DECEMBER DIGEST

1.
2.
3.

It was in December 1972 that I read rave reviews
of the initial waxing from a small independent
label, in both New Musical Express and Record

4.
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Hoots Mon – Lord Rockingham’s Xl
(Decca)
It’s Only Make Believe – Conway Twitty
(MGM)
It’s All In The Game – Tommy Edwards
(MGM)
Tom Dooley – Lonnie Donegan (Nixa)

Bird Dog – The Everly Brothers (London)
A Certain Smile – Johnny Mathis (Fontana)
More Than Ever – Malcolm Vaughan
(HMV)
8. Come Prima/Volare – Marino Marini
(Durium)
9. Come On Let’s Go – Tommy Steele
(Decca)
10. High Class Baby – Cliff Richard (Columbia)
11. Love Makes The World Go Round – Perry
Como (RCA)
12. Someday/I Got A Feeling – Ricky Nelson
(London)
13 Stupid Cupid/Carolina Moon – Connie
Francis (MGM)
14 Tea For Two Cha-Cha – Tommy Dorsey
Orchestra (Brunswick)
15 Move It – Cliff Richard (Columbia)
16 My True Love – Jack Scott (London)
17 Tom Dooley – Kingston Trio (Capitol)
18 Someday – Jodi Sands (HMV)
19 King Creole – Elvis Presley (RCA)
20 I’ll Get By/Fallin’ – Connie Francis (MGM)
5.
6.
7.

Avenue with a pair of guitar breaks that sound
completely disorganised but add to the quaint
charm of it all.
CRACKIN’ UP. This Caribbean flavoured doowopper was curiously Bo’s first UK single release
in 1959 on London. Slightly reminiscent of Love Is
Strange and Dearest which he helped write for
Mickey & Sylvia.
LITTLE GIRL. A nice bluesy number with Billy
Boy’s eerie harmonica and a terrific piano
passage from Otis Spann.
CADILLAC. Altogether now, C-A-D-I-L-L-A-C.
Tremendous groovy sax blowing courtesy of Gene
Barge.
PILLS. On the first of those great Chuck & Bo
EPs. “Well I was laying in a hospital bed, a
Rock’n’Roll nurse went to my head”. Wouldn’t we
all like a Rock’n’Roll nurse? Perhaps one may be
found at Dr Dale’s clinic?
ROADRUNNER. Wonderful jangling guitar with
Bo in full control. The live version on Bo Diddley’s
Beach Party is better than the studio cut in my
opinion.
YOU CAN’T JUDGE A BOOK BY THE COVER.
Penned by Willie Dixon. This was Bo’s first
release in the Pye International R&B Series in
1962 coupled with I Can Tell.

The mighty Bo Diddley will reach the grand age of
75 on 30th December, and he’s still touring.
Happy Birthday Bo. Here are fifteen of my
favourite Diddley dandies in roughly chronological
order:
BO DIDDLEY The stirring primeval sound from
his initial recording session on 2nd March 1955
with Jerome Green (maracas), Billy Boy Arnold
(harmonica), Otis Spann (piano), Clifton James
(drums) and James Bradford (bass).
PRETTY THING. His third Checker single in
1956. It was to become his biggest UK chart
success (No.34) when issued here in 1963.
Lovely punchy native drumbeat from Clifton
James.
BRING IT TO JEROME. B-side of the above with
Mr Green adding his vocal talents and Lester
Davenport injecting some wailing harmonica.
DIDDY WAH DIDDY A Willie Dixon composition
with Jody Williams contributing some neat string
bending guitar and the Moonglows on backing
vocals.
WHO DO YOU LOVE. Williams again supplies
some superb lead guitar work. This love paean to
one Arlene boasts of sexual bravado in a voodoo
vein with that great lyric.
DOWN HOME SPECIAL. Bo’s going home to see
his baby, driven along by guitar and percussion to
sound like a fast chugging whistling train.
HEY BO DIDDLEY. With the Flamingos and Lady
Bo providing backing vocals Bo swings his way
through this compelling little ditty.
MONA. B-side of the above in 1957, but released
as an A-side in the UK in 1964. Probably my
favourite slice of Bo’s beat with a cool vocal and
sparse arrangement.
BEFORE YOU ACCUSE ME. His first recording
in the new Chess studio at 2120 South Michigan

A Rock ‘n’ Skiffle Christmas Party will take place
at Enfield Townhouse on Monday 22nd December
with Chas McDevitt, Graham Fenton and Blast
Off.
On that note may I wish a very merry Christmas
and healthy New Year to one and all.
Diddley Daddy Wilkinson
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"Love Me Tonight", the jazzy "Mama Don't Like It',
& the rockin' "Hot Banana" were released
throughout '54, and 1955 brought us the classic
"Roll Hot Rod Roll", a popular track on the record
hop circuit ever since the Lion and Key days in
1975/76, (there's also an alternative take of
same), the excellent rocker "Pretty Girl", &
"Eternal Love", a mid-tempo piece. That leaves
(including the alternate "R.H.R.R.") six previously
un-issued tracks, which are firstly a boppin'
Christmas item which I know will get played to
death at home this month, instrumental versions
of "Hot Banana" & "Mama Don't Like It", "Wiggle
Toe" a somewhat restrained jiver, and an
alternate take of the superb "Hey Lolly Lolly", a
real rockin' feast. As is the whole CD, by and
large, so it's one for the money, two for the roll,
get this one and save your soul!! Incidentally,
Tony R reports that McLollie is still musically
active, so I wonder if we'll ever see Oscar knockin
'em dead in Camber?

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with MY MATE
Bobby Sheen (see Soul Kitchen) TAKING a look at some

Oscar McLollie & His Honeyjumpers - Hey
Lollie Lollie - Ace CDCFW 879

Gene Phillips & his Rhythm Aces – Drinkin’
And Stinkin’ - Ace CDCHM 894

Roll Hot Rod Roll | Take Your Shoes Off Pop | All That
Oil In Texas | The Honey Jump Pt. 1 | Dig That Crazy
Santa Claus | Love Me Tonight | Hey Lolly Lolly | What
You Call 'Em Joe | The Honey Jump Pt.2 | Mama Don't
Like It | Eternal Love | Hot Banana | Lolly Pop | Pretty
Girl | Wiggle Toe | Hot Banana (2) | Mama Don't Like It
(2) | Roll Hot Rod Roll (alt.)

Boogie Everywhere | I've Been Fooled Before | Stinkin'
Drunk | Hey Lawdy Mama | You Can't Come Back
Home | Hey Now | Royal Boogie | Getting Down
Wrong | I Want A Little Girl | Women Women Women |
I Could Make You Love Me | Rock Bottom | Just A
Dream | Superstitious Woman | Rear End Blues |
What's The Matter | You Gotta Toe The Line | 304
Boogie | Three O'clock In The Morning

Our
very
own
Funkster
has
previously
drawn
our attention to the
recently
released
"10-inch" CD series
from Ace, so let me
just confirm that
these hot shinies
are essential for
R&B pervs, and,
retailing at £6.99 apiece, easy on the pocket. This
Oscar McLollie collection is utterly essential,
containing as it does 18 top slices of West Coast
rhythm 'n' blues boogie from the Modem label.
McLollie himself, as Tony Rounce's fascinating
notes tell us, kicked off his career as part of a
wartime quartet known as the Bullets; was briefly
signed to the Mercury label before, in 1952,
joining Modem where the "Honey Jump Parts
1&2" (credited, as with all songs on this CD, to
Oscar McLollie & the Honeyjumpers) was
released; clearly based on Joe Liggins’
“Honeydripper", it garnered a couple of covers,
including one by the Sauter-Finnegan Orchestra
on RCA. This debut was followed by "All That Oil
In Texas", which rocks along mightily, then by
"Lolly Pop" which closed out 1953.

Known to today's
generation of jumpjivers for his 1947
biggie
"Rock
Bottom", singer &
guitarist
Gene
Phillips was born in
St. Louis, Missouri
in July 1915. He
linked up with the
Modern label in
1946, and stayed
for four years, during which time he recorded a
number of subtle, swinging sides, nineteen of
which are on this "10 inch" release. Eight of these
are issued for the first time, and particularly
impressive are the lively "Boogie Everywhere", the
shufflin’ “I've Been Fooled Before" and the
Wynonie Harris-styled "Women Women Women".
The lyric idea for "Just A Dream" was not lost on
Louisiana Red, who some 15 years after Phillips'
original, steered the subject matter more toward
current affairs with "Red's Dream'.
The source for "304 Boogie" appears to have
come from shellac rather than tape, but this is still
a fine performance with some great piano. Tony
Rounce again comes up trumps with an
entertaining booklet note, mentioning that Gene

The Louis Jordan-like "Take Your Shoes Off Pop"
and "What You Call 'Em Joe", the stroll-tempo
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was visited by Ray Topping, from Ace Records,
sometime in the '80s, but it turns out that Phillips
died some years ago. This Ace CD acts as a fine
tribute to a highly under-rated singer and guitarist
and the hot little combo that accompany him, the
Rhythm Aces.

smasheroo, "Rocket 88"; realising the young white
kids were becoming increasingly infatuated with
rhythm'n'blues, Bill & the newly-christened
Comets covered Jimmy Preston's "Rock The
Joint" in 1952, and caused a few ripples with the
release of "Crazy Man Crazy" the following year.
1954 found them at Decca and, well, you know
the rest. But this excellently packaged CD that
also includes a Cowboy discography by Klaus
Kettner, is an essential piece of the Haley jigsaw.

Bill Haley & Friends - Vol.2; The Legendary
Cowboy Recordings - Hydra BCK 27120
Yodel Your Blues Away | The Covered Wagon Rolled
Right Along | Behind The Eight Ball | My Palomino and
I | My Sweet Little Girl From Nevada | Foolish
Questions | Candy Kisses (Bill Haley) Four Leaf Clover
Blues | Tennessee Border (Bill Haley & Barney
Barnard) Too Many Parties, Too Many Pals (Bill Haley
& Tex King) Do You Think It's Fair? (Pancake Pete
Newman) Blue Ranger (Shorty Long & Pee Wee Miller)
Jukebox Cannonball | Ten Gallon Stetson | Within This
Broken Heart Of Mine | Why Do I Cry Over You (Ray
Whitley) That's What She Wrote (Jesse Rogers) Just
Say So (Elmer Newman) I’m Gonna Straddle My
Saddle (Polly Jenkins) You Can't Be A Millionaire
(Willis Meyers) Rose Of The Alamo (The Murray
Sisters) Blue Tail Fly (Billy Wilson) Red Wing (Rusty
Keefer) I’m Gonna Dry Up My Tears (Shorty Long &
Jack Day) Jesse James (Whitey & Hogan) Mary The
Prairy & I (Jimmy Collett) Rag-time Cowboy Joe (Larry
Wayne) Song Of The Timberland (The Broadway
Buckaroos) My Heart Says Giddy Up (Shorty Warren)

Marti Brom - Wise To You - Goofin' GRACD
6703
That Crazy Beat | l Changed My Mind Jac | Why Are
You Saving Your Kisses | The Rainbow's End | Great
Shakin' Fever | My Baby's Gone | Don't Stop | Whole
Lotta Lonesome | Firecracker | Wise To You | You're
The Boss | Voodoo Voodoo | Full Grown | I Go To
Sleep | Fallin' | I’ve Got That Lovin' Bug Itch

This latest collection
from the delectable Mrs.
Brom is quite possibly
the best yet; full of great
rockabilly & boppin'
hillbilly sounds, with a
touch of blues and a
surprise or two as well.
Five songs were cut in
Austin, Texas with guitarist Nick Curran, bassman
Brad Fordham and the terrific Lisa Pankratz on
drums. Looking first at these, "I Changed My Mind
Jack" is a great update in the "Hit The Road Jack"
saga, with Nick Curran playing the Ray Charles
part admirably, while Dorsey Burnette's "Great
Shakin' Fever" is well handled. The surprise
element comes with a version of Ray Davies’ “I
Go To Sleep", while the CD's title track is a fine
mid-tempo blues. The final Austin track, a version
of Jerry Leiber & Mike Stoller's "You're The Boss",
is inspired more by Elvis and Ann- Margret than
Lavern Baker and Jimmy Ricks. Good Elvisy vocal
by one Ted Roddy, though.

Though the contributions
by the "friends" are
generally
pleasant
country fare, this CD's
principal selling point
remains a selection of the
earliest recordings by
young Bill Haley, both
solo and in duet with
various cohorts of the time. Hydra's head honcho
Klaus Kettner, in a superbly detailed booklet note,
informs us that this CD is essentially an overview
of the Cowboy record label, founded in
Philadelphia in 1945 by Jack Howard. Looking at
the tracks where Haley isn't featured as vocalist,
"Red Wing" is an instrumental by Arrett "Rusty"
Keefer, who went on to co-compose many Haley
tracks cut for Decca between 1955 and 1958. Ray
Whitley, whose praises were sung in last month's
TFTW in this very column, turns up with a nice
quartet, one of which, "Jukebox Cannonball", itself
an adaptation of "Wabash Cannonball", was
picked up on by Haley during the latter's tenure at
Dave Miller's Essex label in the early '50s.

The remaining eleven songs were recorded in
Helsinki, Finland, and feature the band known as
the Barnshakers, who consist of Jussi
Huhtakangas on guitars, Harri Saanio on piano,
Mika Liikari on upright & electric bass and Mike
Salminen on drums. These guys have worked
extensively with Marti in the past, both in concert
and on record, and they achieve a remarkable,
authentic sound. "That Crazy Beat" is propelled by
an effective "Somethin' Else" riff, Dave Dudley's
"Why Are You Saving Your Kisses" is given a
boppin' hillbilly workout, "Don't Stop" and Marti's
own "Firecracker" rock like the clappers, there's
an okay version of Lavern's "Voodoo Voodoo",
"Full Grown" moves quite nicely, Connie Francis’
“Fallin’” is brilliantly done, and "Lovin' Bug Itch"
has a jaunty feel to it.

Bill's Cowboy sides date from 1948-49, and of
particular interest here are Bill's take on George
Morgan's recent country hit "Candy Kisses", and
the lively "The Covered Wagon Rolled Right
Along". Following Haley's break from Cowboy, he
and the Four Aces Of Western Swing went to
Holliday and then to Essex records in '51 where,
renamed the Saddlemen, they made an
opportunist cover of Jackie Brenston's R&B
20

Marti seems to really excel at country waltzes
where the Patsy Cline influence really comes
through, and "Rainbow's End" is no exception.
The bluesy, echo-laden "My Baby's Gone" (nowt
to do with the King) and another Brom original,
"Whole Lotta Lonesome" see out another hot one
from Marti Brom, without doubt one of the finest
rockabilly gals on the scene today.

Bobbettes CD with top sound quality. Extract thy
digit, someone! Fletcher Smith's Squares are
featured on Jonesy's Combo's Combo recording
from '55, while the Blues Woman hides the
identity of Marion Abernathy, heard on an early
(1945) Specialty release. The Falcons heard here
are nowt to do with the "You're So Fine" group,
These Falcons offer a swingin' blues that's quite
catchy. Arthur Lee Maye was earmarked for a
Rhythm Riot a year or so back, but sadly died.
What a great voice, "Oochie Pachie" is class in
every respect. Marvin & Johnny, the Magic Tones,
Dolly Cooper (another record hop favourite, I find)
and King Coleman, all proffer tasty rockin' R&B in
their selections, while J.J. Jackson's 1959 cut has
a late '50s Richard Berry feel to it. Al Smith & The
Savoys’ 1955 cut is Latin-based with a 4/4 sax
solo. Well, Kats and Kittens, I think this CD earns
five big Bunters out of five, not a bummer in sight!
Diddley-dong-doo-dang-doodle-doo...

Various Artistes - Great Googa Mooga - Ace
CDCHD 880
Heeby Jeebies (Larry Williams) Rubber Biscuit (The
Chips) Great Googa Mooga! (Tom & Jerrio) Ookey Ook
(The Penguins) Bip Bop Bip (Pretty Boy) Yama Yama
Pretty Mama (Richard Berry) Um Bow Bow (The
Bobbettes) Ting Ting Boom Scat (Jonesy's Combo)
Voo-it Voo-it (The Blues Woman) Du-Bi-A-Do (The
Falcons) Oochie Pachie (Arthur Lee Maye & The
Crowns) Mamo Mamo (Marvin & Johnny) Boom Pacha
Boom (Billy Byrd & his Penguins) Good Googa Mooga
(The Magic Tones) Voodoo Voodoo (Lavern Baker)
Ooh Poo Pah Doo Pt. 1 (Jessie Hill) Yacka Boom
Boom (The Savoys) Ay La Bah (Dolly Cooper) Shimmy
Shimmy Ko Ko Bop (Little Anthony & The Imperials)
Papa Ooh Mow Mow (The Rivingtons) Jambo (Claude
McLin) Bama Lama Bama Loo (Little Richard) Oo-MaLiddi (J.J.Jackson) (You Got) The Gamma Goochie
(Gamma Goochie Himself) Lookey Lookey (King
Coleman) Jambo (inst.) (Claude McLin)

"My Top 20" Little Richard
This month marks the 71st birthday of Richard
Wayne Penniman, known to one and all as the
beautiful Little Richard, from down in Macon,
Georgia. Born in Macon on December 5, 1932,
Richard's first recordings were made at radio
station WGST in Atlanta, in October 1951.
Although very likeable ("Get Rich Quick", and
"Taxi Blues" are good, solid R&B performances in
the Roy Brown mould) these and selections from
the second RCA session of January'52, plus the
sides cut by Richard and the Tempo Toppers, and
Johnny Otis' band, for Don Robey's Peacock label
during 1953, are not included in this twenty.

Great idea this; put
together, as Ace have
done
here,
a
collection of songs
with nonsense lyrics
and/or titles. Many of
the songs in this 27tracker will be old pals
to us (Lavern, Don &
Dewey, the Chips,
Jessie Hill and Little
Anthony & the Imperials, the latter singing a song
on which, according to Brian Nevill's notes,
Anthony poured absolute scorn, branding it
"stupid". That is, no doubt, until he saw the sales
figures. Song sounds all right to me.) Of the rest,
Larry Williams' version of "Heeby Jeebies" doesn't
quite have the same impact of Richard's blistering
rendering, but is still pretty damn good. Tom &
Jerrio's title track is worth a boogaloo, the
Penguins' Dootone stroller is often heard at record
hops these days, Don Covay (for it is he) does a
superb Little Richard- type job on "Bip Bop Bip",
Richard Berry's New Orleans-recorded classic is a
previously unreleased alternate take, yippee!
Claude McLin's wonderful piece of nonsense is
included twice, the second time via the previously
unissued backing track so, if so inclined, you can
hong-dong-loo-doo-ding-dang-dong-doodle-doo to
your heart's content.

All this material can be found on the 1989 Bear
Family CD "The Formative Years 1951-53" (BCD
15448). For me, my 20 favourites from the
Georgia Peach span 1955-2002. I don't exactly
remember when I first heard Richard on record
but I sure recall the first time I saw him on UK TV;
on the "Tom Jones Show" in 1969, where, with a
truly star-struck Tom, he breezed through a
medley of his greatest hits. Anyway, on with the
show; see what you think of these.
1. Send Me Some Lovin' Strange, really, with
the many classic rockers that form most of
Richard's Specialty inventory, that my Numero
Uno choice should be a ballad. But this is truly
something special; Richard's vocal packs
more emotion bar for bar than most presentday pop records. Many of us will recognise
this as the original B-side to "Lucille". While
on a UK tour with Richard in 1962, Sam
Cooke was so impressed by Richard's
interpretation of the song that on his return to
the States, Cooke went into the studio at RCA
to record his own version.
2. Can't Believe You Wanna Leave Another

Nice to see a Bobbettes track other than "Mr. Lee"
on shiny in pristine sound, it's high time we had a
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3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

slowie, but again Richard's vocal is a joy to
behold. These days us Brits, disappointed that
Richard hasn't included this song in his live
shows for some considerable time, can thrill
to the reading that Cliff Edmunds, lead singer
with one of the UK's finest Rock’n’Roll bands,
the Avengers, gives this song when seen live.
Original B-side to "Keep A Knockin’”.Hey, isn't
it about time for some Rock’n’Roll??
Ready Teddy Once Richard hit big, first with
"Tutti Frutti" and then with "Long Tall Sally" on
Art Rupe's Specialty label, he had to watch in
utter frustration as whiter-than-white Pat
Boone recorded anodyne covers of the
aforementioned songs and achieved greater
chart success. Of course Boone didn't record
"Ready Teddy", but had he done so the result
would have probably turned out funnier than
his "Frutti" and "Sally" combined. Richard's
performance of this in the motion picture "The
Girl Can't Help It” must surely rate as one of
Rock’n’Roll’s finest celluloid moments.
Long Tall Sally
Tutti Frutti What is there to say?
Miss Ann B-side to "Jenny Jenny" and a
great mid-tempo blues.
Heeby Jeebies Originally "Heeby Jeebies
Love", Richard first cut this in mid-tempo,
then, for reasons unknown, doubled the
tempo, re-cut it as "Heeby Jeebies", and, well,
what a result; it seemed that just as Sam
Phillips had with Jerry Lee at Sun, Art Rupe
had the Midas touch with Richard at Specialty.
Hey-Hey-Hey-Hey
Lucille
All Around The World
Good Golly Miss Molly "Hey Hey Hey Hey"
(a.k.a. "Goin' Back To Birmingham") was the
B-side of "Miss Molly"; a B-side, for
Chrissake. The genius of "Miss Molly" is there
for all to see, but I felt/feel that "Hey Hey"
was/is a major work of art; the excitement
seems to increase further when Richard hits
the "Well I'm a-hollerin' and a-screamin', baby
please come home" verse. The musicians
who accompany Richard on "Lucille" play just
as big a part as the man himself. Earl
Palmer's drumming, in particular, is simply out
of this world. Lastly, there is no finer clarion
call than “All Around The World”.
I Got It Cut in 1956 but withheld by Art Rupe
until 1960, when it appeared on 45, this was
an alternate view of "She's Got It" and in its
lyric Richard recalls the cries of a street
vendor he heard in Macon as a boy. Sheer
brilliance.
I'm In Love Again
Every Night About This Time Richard left
Specialty toward the end of 1957, became an
evangelist, and recorded spirituals for George
Goldner's series of labels in 1959. The

15.

16.

17.

18.
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following year, under cover of darkness so to
speak, he cut one secular 45 for Little Star,
which basically amounted to a Fats Domino
tribute. But what a tribute; with the Upsetters
behind him, Richard nails these songs down
well and true; these items are well worth
tracking down.
He Got What He Wanted (But He Lost What
He Had) With the possible exception of "Joy
Joy Joy" this is for me Richard's finest
moment as a Mercury recording artist. Quincy
Jones's orchestra lays down a chugging,
twistin' beat for Richard (we're in 1962 now)
and it's been said that Richard included the
song in his sets while on tour in the UK that
year. As many will know, he was persuaded
by promoter Don Arden to sing his Rock’n’Roll
hits, which he did after watching co-headliner
Sam Cooke earn riotous receptions. Not
available on CD, as far as I can gather.
I Don't Know What You've Got (But It's Got
Me) After a brief spell with Atlantic and an
equally brief reunion with Art Rupe at
Specialty, (which yielded the excellent "Bama
Lama Bama Loo") Richard went to Vee-Jay in
1964, and stayed there for a year or so. An up
and coming guitarist named Jimi Hendrix was
part of Richard's road band by this time and
he also played on a number of the Vee-Jay
sides, and indeed it is Hendrix who kicks off
this Don Covay-penned devastating slice of
deep soul. Richard emotes in a way redolent
of Solomon Burke, and the mid-song rap is
just incredible. lt didn't really trouble the chart
compilers on both sides of the pond, but it
was an underground fave with the soulies in
the clubs over here. Great stuff indeed. Not
hard to find on CD, but the "Talkin’ ‘Bout Soul"
collection (RPM/Shout RPMSH 217) is
recommended as a Vee-Jay overview.
Get Down With It Surely the only Little
Richard recording in the canon that begins as
Rock’n’Roll and ends as soul, due to the
choppy guitars in the song's last third. This
Bobby Marchan composition was recorded by
Richard in the UK in 1966 to be released on
the Okeh label (Columbia in the UK) the
following year. A second version was issued
on the "Explosive Little Richard" album but I
prefer this one which is currently available on
a Kent CD, "Kent's Cellar Of Soul" (Kent
CDKEND 198).Speaking of Okeh recordings,
isn't it about time "Holy Mackerel" was issued
on shiny?
Rockin' With The King Fast forward now to
the early '70s, where Richard "guested" on a
Canned Heat recording, taken from their
United Artists album of 1972, "Historical
Figures and Ancient Heads". The Georgia
Peach is in stunning form here; I clearly
remember buying the single issue of this
superb track and also recall it getting more

20 spine tingling moments that live
in the memory

than a few plays on Radio One. It wasn't a hit
but who cares?? I have heard that "Historical
Figures" gained a CD release some years
back but it has so far eluded me.
19. Somethin' Else Richard embraced religion
again throughout the '80s and steadfastly
refused to sing the Devil's music until he
weakened again in the early '90s. Thank God
for that, really, otherwise we wouldn't have his
version of Eddie Cochran's "Somethin' Else"
to enjoy. His duettist, country siren Tanya
Tucker, delivers a career-best performance
on a song recorded for the "Rhythm, Country
and Blues" set for MCA in 1993.
20. Get Rhythm And so the story is brought
pretty much up to date with this marvellous
interpretation of the Johnny Cash classic from
last year. Richard's voice at nearly 70 still
packs quite a punch, so it was something of a
surprise, nay, shock, to hear Richard declare
his retirement from show business at the back
end of last year. However, it's been said that
he has been performing occasional shows in
the States this year, so it would be fair to say
that Richard couldn't possibly disappear from
public view; he loves his audiences as they
love him. Hopefully he'll be amongst us again
in the not-too-distant future, as the first great
generation of Rock’n’Roll performers are few
and far between now. Happy birthday Richard,
and many, many more!!

Sometimes a music gig is so good that you leave
with a big smile on your face and a promotional
CD which turns out to be crap when you play it.
But now and again you experience a truly spine
tingling moment – an event which you know is
something truly special and which leaves a deep
and lasting impression. It’s not always the music
that’s important – sometimes it’s just the occasion
which lifts it onto a different plane.
I’ve picked my top 20 spine tinglers from the last
40 odd years (God am I really that old?) which left
a mark on my memory. In some cases the music
was wonderful, in others the venue or occasion
was special and in some it’s just a reminder of
part of my life, but in all cases the memory lingers
on. It’s quite an odd mix. What they have in
common is that they seemed special at the time
and still do in retrospect.

Merry Christmas from Little Richard
and Big Bunter
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1.

Sam Cooke/Little Richard, Tooting
Granada 1962. Sam Cooke was and still is
my favourite singer bar none – his silky soul
voice was as close to perfection as it’s
possible to be. And Little Richard in his
prime was probably the most exciting live
act ever. So to see these two on the same
bill was quite something – even more so
because I had a school friend whose dad
had a connection with the theatre and who
got me backstage to meet them. Their
autographs remain among my most prized
possessions. And the show was great too,
with Sam waving his handkerchief around
and Richard setting the place alight. There
were many great package shows in the
early sixties but this, for me, was the best of
them all.

2.

Gene Vincent, Justin Hall, West Wickham,
c1964. Where were you when you heard
that John F Kennedy had been shot? I was
at the Justin Hall for the weekly Friday night
gig. Regular bands included David Bowie’s
first group the Kon-rads and Pete
Frampton’s Herd – and they were both
pretty good as I recall. But the gig I’ve
chosen was Gene Vincent, by now playing
small venues, still dressed in his black
leathers and singing well, but looking
tormented, gaunt and a bit lost (well who
wouldn’t be in West Wickham?).

3.

Sam and Dave, Fairfield Hall, Croydon,
1967. The Stax/Volt tour featured Otis
Redding, Booker T and the MGs, Arthur
Conley, the Mar-keys, Eddie Floyd – and
Sam and Dave. And great though all these

performers were (Otis is my second
favourite singer after Sam Cooke) the
highlight that night was Sam and Dave who
raised the roof with ‘Hold On I’m Coming’. I
was a reporter on the Croydon Advertiser at
the time and had a music column (I’ve still
got some of the free demo 45s!) and wrote
a review of the show for the paper, part of
which is quoted in a fascinating book called
Rockin’ Croydon, which is worth a read if
you come across it.
4.

5.

6.

beans and rice and did two great sets with
her band the Professionals. Some people
say she’s too middle of the road these days
(I don’t agree – and neither, I’m sure, does
big Keith), but that night was magical – a
genuine superstar appearing in humble,
down home surroundings before a couple of
dozen people.

Blondie, King George’s Hall, Blackburn,
1977. What are Blondie doing here? you
ask. Well, for me the ‘70s seemed to be
dominated by bubble gum and disco and my
interest in music waned – not helped by a
lack of live gigs once I moved to Shaky Lee
country. When punk arrived I came alive
again for a while – the rebellion, raw rock
and roll and rubber (that’s enough
alliteration) seemed so exciting compared
with what had gone before. Blondie weren’t
really punk of course – I just fancied Debbie
Harry – but the audience certainly were and
I suddenly felt old, surrounded as I was by
gobbing, pogo-ing punk rockers.
Ernie K-Doe, New Orleans Jazzfest, 1989. I
always loved New Orleans R&B and after
years of indecision I took the plunge and
went solo to my first Jazzfest. The first act I
saw was K-Doe – a dishevelled drunk of a
man who staggered on stage looking like he
would fall off at any moment. But I was
mesmerised. His voice was still strong and
the music was exactly what I had hoped for.
A few years later John Howard and I visited
K-Doe’s Mother in Law lounge and chatted
to him as he sat bleary eyed on his throne –
a strange and rather sad experience. The
last time I saw him was in 2000 – sober and
looking smart. He was with his longsuffering wife in downtown New Orleans
and was about to do an interview for local
radio. Now he’s joined his mother in law in
the sky and we have sadly said Te ta te ta
ta to Ernie for the last time.
Irma Thomas, Lion’s Den, New Orleans,
1989. I first met John Howard and one or
two other TFTW regulars at Jazzfest. I saw
a union jack flying in the crowd just as Irma,
the soul queen of New Orleans, began her
set with ‘It’s Raining’ in steady drizzle. I went
over and made contact with Dave Thomas
and Scotch Mick and a couple of days later
four of us set out to find Irma’s Lion’s Den
club on Gravier Street. It was definitely in
the wrong part of town and at that time had
few
visitors
from
outside
the
neighbourhood. Irma welcomed us with red
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7.

Aaron Neville, New Orleans Jazzfest,
1989. My first visit to New Orleans had so
many spine tingling moments that it’s hard
to know which ones to pick. But Aaron
Neville singing acapella in the gospel tent is
hard to beat. That quivering, soaring,
delicate voice – quite unlike anyone else’s
and so out of place in such a muscular body
– is a thing of sheer beauty. I spent a long
night at Tipitina’s later in the week listening
to and enjoying Aaron and the rest of the
Neville Brothers, but Aaron’s exquisite voice
is the key to the band’s appeal and listening
to him singing gospel was awe inspiring.

8.

Dion, Town and Country Club, 1989. Back
in the UK there were some great gigs in
1989 too, and none more so than Dion’s
concert at the Town and Country. Dion has
to be my favourite white roll and rocker
(even ahead of Jerry Lee) and this was the
first time I had seen him since he toured
with Del Shannon in 1962. He was
promoting his Yo Frankie album, which was
well up to the level of much of his back
catalogue, especially ‘King Of The New
York Street’. The following year he made a
cameo appearance with Dave Edmunds
and Kim Wilson at the same venue – and
despite the fact that he performed only
three numbers it was another moment to
savour in the memory.

9.

Ronnie Spector, Town and Country 2,
1990. I remember watching the Ronettes on
black and white TV in 1963 and being
turned on by their slit skirts, heavy make up
and long black hair. What a wonderful tarty
look, which conjured up something so much
more exciting and dangerous than suburban
West Wickham. Now at last was my
opportunity to see Ronnie in the flesh – a
survivor of Phil Spector’s neurosis and still
singing as well as ever. She looked great,
with a huge mass of red hair, and I had a
big smile on my face all night. I even got my
photo taken with her.

10.

Johnny Allen, Weavers, London, 1992.
The Weavers pub specialised in folk music
(until it turned into a theme pub or whatever
it now is) but the night that Johnny Allen
played it really rocked. Hot and sweaty, the

atmosphere was electric as he bounded
through ‘Promised Land’, ‘South to
Louisiana’ and other Cajun hits.
11.

12.

13.

14.

special. They played the Town and Country
Club in the early nineties and were great,
but the show at the legendary Tipitina’s was
particularly memorable as it featured a
guest appearance by Roy Head of ‘Treat
Her Right’ fame. A very long, hot, sticky and
quite brilliant evening.

Clarence Carter, Grant Street Dancehall,
Lafayette, 1995. Three of us had driven
over from Houston on our way to New
Orleans. There was Mr Angry (then better
known as John Howard), Jonathan CokeSmyth and myself, and we hit Lafayette just
as the Louisiana Cajun festival was winding
down. That evening Clarence Carter was
playing at the local venue (where we later
saw Jimmy Vaughan, the Band of Gold and
others) and the place was full of locals who
mostly wanted to hear and dance to his
recent hit ‘Smokin’. Clarence was fantastic
and his deep and dirty laugh reverberated
around the hall. It was a great way to start a
New Orleans trip. What’s more I got
chatting to a sexy Peruvian lady by the
name of Betty, who helped to make the trip
even more memorable than usual.
Cookie and the Cupcakes, Blues
Estafette, Utrecht, 1995. I don’t think
Utrecht has ever failed to deliver in terms of
excellent acts barely known outside of a
small circle of music obsessives. But here
was a real bonus – the recently reformed
swamp pop kings complete with Little Alfred
performing for the first time ever in Europe.
They combined to produce a sound that
was pure Louisiana swamp, complete with
alligators and crawfish – and absolutely
spine tingling. I saw them the following year
at Jazzfest and once again they were
amazing, but now they are no more –
greatly missed.
Johnny Adams, 100 Club, London, 1996.
There used to be many great shows at the
100 Club but now there’s little to stir an
interest. The performance by the Tan
Canary was one of the best, although others
by the likes of Don and Dewey, Richard
Berry and Doris Troy also stand out in the
memory. Johnny Adams had a fantastic
voice and his death robbed us of a great
talent. I saw him in New Orleans many
times, including a great show at Irma’s
Lion’s Den club and an equally impressive
one at the Rock and Bowl. I last saw him
perform at the Handy Awards in Memphis a
few months before his demise and he sang
like a bird right up to his last days.
Texas Tornadoes, Tipitina’s, New Orleans
1997. I’ve always loved Doug Sahm but his
musical union as the Texas Tornadoes with
Augie Meyer, Flaco Jimenez and Freddy
Fender both on record and live was really
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15.

James Carr, Blackheath Concert Hall,
1997. I first became aware of Goldwax
records via The Ovations’ fantastic Sam
Cooke tribute ‘It’s Wonderful To Be In Love’
in 1965. I quickly cottoned on to their other
great soul stars James Carr and Spencer
Wiggins, and managed to get a copy of
Carr’s Stateside LP a few years later. He
has been described as the world’s greatest
soul singer and it’s hard to argue with that
assessment. But it looked as though we
would never have an opportunity to see him
perform live as a result of his insecurities
and health problems. But here at last was
James Carr on stage in the UK, dressed in
a sober brown suit and putting 110 per cent
effort into every note. The audience willed
him to continue and continue he did – a
blindingly soul drenched performance.

16.

Solomon Burke. Porretta Soul Festival,
1998. Like Utrecht, Porretta never fails to
stir the soul and the galaxy of southern soul
greats who have performed in this normally
sleepy Italian mountain town is truly
impressive. The biggest star by far was
Solomon Burke – at least by weight – and
he certainly didn’t disappoint, wearing what
appeared to be a purple tent. Burke’s
amazing voice is as strong as ever and,
along with Wilson Pickett, he is the most
important 60s Stax/Atlantic soul singer still
performing. It was a privilege to see him in
the flesh – all 20 stones of it.

17.

Box Tops, World Trade Centre, New York,
1999. Alex Chilton and the Box Tops made
some of the best pop records of the 60s in
Memphis, so when on a trip to the Big Apple
I saw that they had reformed and were
playing for free outside the World Trade
Centre I just had to go along. It wasn’t a
great set, but it was enjoyable and an hour
of pure nostalgia. I gazed up at the twin
towers and into a jet-black sky as I listened
to ‘The Letter’ and their other hits, never
imagining that the buildings would
disappear just two years later.

18.

19.

20.

Surreal Encounters of the
Rock'n'Roll/Roots Music Kind

Willie Mitchell, Royal Studios, Memphis,
1999. This wasn’t a gig at all, but a chance
visit by John Howard and myself when we
were visiting the Beale Street Festival and
the Handy Awards, having driven up from
New Orleans via Tupelo. We walked into
the famous studios where the Hi sound was
created and who should be at the front desk
but Willie Mitchell himself. He welcomed us
like old friends and got former Mad Lad and
recording engineer Johnny Brown to show
us round. As we were leaving who should
walk in but Otis Clay with Scott Billington
from Black Top records for a recording
session.

PART TWO
In the late 70s I saw, for the one and only time,
the legendary pianist and singer, Ray Smith. He
was on a show at the Roxy, Harlesden with fellow
legend and namesake, Warren Smith, plus British
acts like Freddie Fingers Lee. Well Ray must
have been high on booze or something, because
in the middle of Warren's set he minced on stage
and whilst Warren was singing and playing guitar,
Ray kissed him and then minced off stage again.
Warren just kept on singing as though nothing
had happened, and the assembled Teddy boys
and girls just pretended not to notice - or perhaps
they didn't believe what they had just seen.

Al Green, North Sea Festival, 2000. After
Sam and Otis passed away it was Al Green
who took up the mantle as my favourite soul
singer. Having seen him a few times in the
past when he had concentrated on gospel
rather than his hits I was not sure what to
expect, but to be on the safe side I bagged
my place at the very front of the stage a
good hour before he was due to perform. I
wasn’t disappointed. He was brilliant,
running through all his greatest songs,
tossing roses to the audience and generally
acting like the superstar he undoubtedly is.
The previous year I visited his church in
Memphis and sat through a lengthy service
waiting for him to appear. After about two
and a half hours there was an
announcement saying he wouldn’t be
attending – disappointing but good for the
soul I suppose.

The only reference to the incident was at the end
of Warren's performance when the compere said:
'That guy you saw walk on stage during Warren's
set was the great Ray Smith, who'll be on later'.
Ray indeed did come on and proceeded to play
piano more like Liberace than The Killer. He was
camping it up gutless, fluttering his eyelids and
insisting on singing mainly Neapolitan songs
rather than the boogie woogie and Rock’n’Roll we
expected to hear. Surreal is the only way I can
describe this performance. It was entertaining
enough, but much as I love Neapolitan ballads I
do wish I'd seen Ray at his rockin' best.
On another occasion, at the regular Lyceum
Ballroom sessions just off the Strand, another
(male) Rock’n’Roll singer dedicated a song 'to the
beautiful boy leaning on the piano'. The young
Teddy boy looked rather embarrassed.

Roscoe Gordon, Jazz Café, 2001. Without
Roscoe Gordon there might never have
been any ska music or even reggae, as
there is no doubt that the shuffling rhythm of
records like ‘No More Doggin’ and ‘Just a
Little Bit’ was an inspiration to young
Jamaicans in the late fifties and early
sixties. By the time he played the Jazz Café
(one of a wonderful run of shows by the
likes of Mary Love and William Bell at
around the same time) he was probably
past his best, but the music and the
infectious rhythm lifted the show well above
the mundane into something truly
memorable.

On one occasion some of us fans managed to get
into Little Richard's dressing room where he held
court, telling us all how he and Elvis were the
greatest of friends and that they had just made a
film together. Sadly this never seems to have
been released, I wonder why? I've also met Jerry
Lee several times, which always seems a surreal
experience. You never know what to say. At the
Royal Garden Hotel in Kensington after one
Wembley show an American guest came up to
Jerry in the bar and asked for his autograph. You
should have seen the dirty look on Jerry's face
when she added: 'I do so like your music, Bill
Haley!' Poor old Mr Haley had been dead for
years.

Well, that’s my top 20 and I haven’t even found
room for greats like Fats Domino, Chuck Berry,
Bo Diddley, Jerry Lee Lewis, James Brown, Bobby
Bland, B B King, Bobby Womack, Bob Dylan,
Edwin Starr, Etta James and Wilson Pickett, not
forgetting Ike Turner’s great show at Ronnie
Scott’s. Maybe some other TFTW contributor can
make amends!
Nick Cobban

I have photos from the 1972 tour of Jerry playing
guitar and fiddle on stage which is fairly rare. Also
in 1972 was the London Rock'n'Roll show at the
old Wembley Stadium, a concert which was so
successful it was supposed to be an annual event.
Alas, it was a one off. But it was great, with both
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London evening newspapers producing special
editions with pictures of the artists. Bo Diddley,
Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Jerry Lee, Bill Haley
and His Comets plus British acts like Screamin'
Lord Sutch and, for some strange reason, if I
remember rightly, Wizard, who didn't quite fit the
bill. Sutch, I believe, had it in for Alice Cooper at
the time, wielding a large axe and screaming:
'Where are you, Alice?' The video of this event is
priceless, not least the off-stage comments with
Little Richard saying that Jerry Lee is the King of
stupidity, and that he isn't fit to wear the shoes he
throws away. Of course Jerry was at the height of
his renewed chart career, and points out he'd
seen many records in the charts by himself lately,
but none by Little Richard, and meanwhile dear
old Bill Haley insists all the Rock’n’Rollers are
really the very best of friends. Great stuff!

Street. I well remember Keith introducing Linda
the first time she appeared in the even smaller
back bar as: 'All the way from Ferriday, Louisiana
to Battersea High Street'. I'm sure the owners of
this pub, when we told them Jerry Lee Lewis's
sister would be appearing, were expecting a frail,
grey haired old lady to hobble in and sing and play
some genteel melodies on the pianoforte. They
were amazed when the raunchy Linda appeared
with her young band, and positively rocked the
whole street with a stunning show, complete with
Lewis-type lyrics which were far from genteel
(mother-humpin', kiss my a**, etc.!) They never
had so many people in that bar, and the
owners/bar staff were looking on in amazement.
They asked us to turn the volume down, but no
chance. The bar must have made more money
that night, and on Linda's subsequent
performance in the main bar, than before or since.
Even more surreal was when Linda sat and had
fish and chips with us in this local gay bar.
Reminds me of when Jerry Lee appeared in
Margate (Winter Gardens, Cliftonville actually)
and Kenneth Lovelace was lining up for take-away
fish and chips with the rest of us and chatting
away to fans all the time.

One of the most unusual memories I have of Jerry
Lee is a performance at the Rainbow Theatre,
where he ended up INSIDE the open grand piano
on his back. All we could see were his legs and
feet stamping on the keyboard. Wild!!!
The March of the Teds from Marble Arch, up
Oxford Street to the BBC in Portland Place to
demand Rock’n’Roll on the radio was a very
surreal event. Hordes of drape-jacketed Teds with
Teddy girls in flared skirts marching behind a flatbed truck from which Sandy Ford's Flying Saucers
belted out raw Rock’n’Roll. London's Oxford
Street shoppers have never seen anything like it
before or since!

I once saw the late great Hank Snow at Victoria
Palace. He has recorded a lot of melodramatic
country songs about little doggies, children and
old mother's passing away. On this occasion he
cheered us all up with some of his favourite
'mother' weepies. Hank Locklin at the Town and
Country in Kentish Town following an Irish tour,
clearly thought he was still in the Emerald Isle,
saying to the largely Irish audience: 'We're so
happy to be here in Ireland'. I think I was one of
the few non-Irish people in the hall.

I always remember the unfortunate encounter our
own Dr Dale had with Mike Coffey of Crazy
Cavan's group at the King's Hotel, Newport. A sad
case of mistaken identity. Also at the King's, they
had a Jerry Lee type piano player in the bar one
year, who came from Shepton Mallet and spoke
with a West Country accent. A few years later
Keith and I saw this same guy at a show, and he'd
developed a Tennessee drawl. We managed to
talk to him after his appearance, and said we'd
seen him at Newport: 'No sir!' he drawled, 'Ah've
nevah bin to your mighty fine country befor-ah!'
But we had the photos to prove he had, and
what's more he went under exactly the same
name.

A rockabilly artist booked to appear in Germany
apparently asked the promoter: 'What part of
England is Germany in?' World geography seems
to be a bit of a weak subject in the States England, UK, British Isles, Europe all seem to get
confused as synonymous - we all know the
standard American question: 'That's Scotland,
England?' But I don't suppose the average
Briton's knowledge of US geography is much
better. I certainly remember a temp we had
working in our office looking on the world atlas at
the Caribbean region trying to locate England,
where she'd lived most of her life judging by her
accent. Did her parents and schoolteachers never
tell her why our weather was so cold compared to
Jamaica?
Tony Papard

Great jam sessions include Carl Perkins and Jerry
Lee at the Wembley Country Music Festival in
1981, and Little Richard and Jerry Lee playing on
the same piano also at Wembley Arena much
later, with Lloyd Price also joining in the singing.
One of my fondest recent memories is when
Linda Gail Lewis appeared (twice!) at my local,
The Buzz Bar in Battersea High Street. As many
of you will know, this is a small pub in a tiny backstreet, certainly nothing like the typical High
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Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

In recent years Claude Trenier often was quoted
in news stories recalling racial prejudice in Las
Vegas and other places.

CLAUDE TRENIER
From the Las Vegas Sun:
By Ed Koch

"We came to the shows dressed (in costume)
because there were no dressing rooms for
blacks," Trenier said in 1999. "Between acts we
were told to go out and wait by the pool. But we
couldn't go in the pool," he said. "Even though Las
Vegas casinos had the segregation policy, the
(white) crowds loved us. We packed them in. As a
result there was a bidding war among the hotels
for The Treniers. So we knew we'd not only have
work but we'd also get better pay."

Claude Trenier, longtime leader of The Treniers,
made a pretty good case for his claim to at least a
share of the title of "father of Rock’n’Roll."
"We were around before Little Richard, before Bill
Haley and (His) Comets," Trenier told the Sun in
2001. "We knew Bill Haley when he had a
country-and-western band. We were playing the
Riptide in Wildwood, N.J., in the early '50s. He
was playing across the street.

Born July 14, 1919, in Mobile, Ala., Claude was
the sixth of 10 children of tinsmith and baritone
horn player Denny Trenier and the former Olivia
Chapman, a schoolteacher. Claude and twin
brother Cliff began their professional music
careers in 1941, when they dropped out of
Alabama State University in Mobile to lead a 16piece band.

"He said, 'Man, I like what you guys are doing. I
got a song I'd like to give to you.' The song was
'Rock-a-Beatin' Boogie.' We recorded it and sold
about 100 copies. Then he came back and
recorded it (in 1955) and it became one of his
biggest hits."

In 1946 Claude and Cliff formed their own group,
The Trenier Twins. In 1947 they signed a
recording contract with Mercury Records. In 1948
their brother, Buddy, joined them and the group
became The Treniers. Three years later they
cracked the R&B charts with "Go! Go! Go!"

Trenier, whose group was one of the first black
acts to perform on the Strip, overcoming
segregation policies of the 1940s and '50s to
become the longest running act on the Las Vegas
lounge circuit, died Monday November 17 of
bladder cancer at Nathan Adelson Hospice. He
was 84.

In the 1950s The Treniers released several
recordings and were featured in disc jockey Alan
Freed's shows and films, including "Don't Knock
the Rock," co-starring Bill Haley and His Comets,
and "The Girl Can't Help it." They also toured
England with Jerry Lee Lewis and the late Johnnie
Ray.

The group's managers, Ken Sands and Margie
Toledo Sands, said The Treniers have been
inactive since September, when Claude Trenier
went into a local hospital for treatment. The future
of The Treniers has not yet been determined, Ken
Sands said, noting that options include band
vocalist Skip Trenier, Claude's nephew who has
been with the group since 1959, taking over lead,
or Claude's brother Milt Trenier, a Skokie, Ill., solo
performer, becoming the new front man.

The Treniers were one of the first singing groups
to choreograph their act, which inspired many of
the doo-wop and Motown groups of the 1960s.
Cliff Trenier died in 1983 and Buddy Trenier died
in 1999. Despite his advanced years Claude
Trenier seemingly never lost his desire to
entertain people.

The Treniers' top songs included "Go! Go! Go!"
"Good Rockin' Tonight," and "Say Hey" (The Willie
Mays Song), and novelty favorites "Get Out of the
Car" and "Bald Head." The Treniers performed at
nearly every lounge in town starting at the Bar of
Music Club in 1948 and continuing at the Las
Vegas Hilton, Riviera, the old Hacienda, the old
Thunderbird, the Frontier, Sahara, Tropicana,
Castaways, the old Mint and The Orleans.

JAMES RICH
Courtesy Rockabilly Hall of Fame
The musician and songwriter who co-wrote the
instrumental "Yakety Sax" has died.
Family members say James Rich (known as
"Spider") was 80 years old. He died Sunday
November 9 in Tennessee. Rich co-wrote "Yakety
Sax" with Boots Randolph. It was number 35 on
the pop chart in 1963 - and later became the
theme song for British comedian Benny Hill's T-V
show. In 1965, Chet Atkins reworked the song as
"Yakety Axe" and it hit number four on the country

Eventually The Treniers became a main
showroom opening act for such performers as Bill
Cosby and the late Bobby Darin. The group also
performed at Carnegie Hall and the London
Palladium.
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charts. Atkins recorded other pieces of Rich's
music, including "Hidden Charm," "Siesta" and
"Hocus Pocus."

Letters to the Editor
From Rockin’ Lee Hugman
Dear Thunderbirders
It is with great sadness Trish and I have decided
not to run the Thunderbird after Darrel Higham on
Friday 16th January next year. Due to our huge
personal financial loss and the fact that the only
available dates for next year at the Embankment
clash with other local Rock’n’Roll Venues or
Thursdays. With so much going on in Northants,
in recent years, we feel Thursdays would be even
more of a disaster and we feel clashing with other
clubs is unhealthy for the local Rockin' scene.

ROSALIE ALLEN
Rosalie Allen, singer/broadcaster, has died at 79.
She was the first woman inducted into the Country
DJ Hall of Fame, and was also known as the
queen of the yodelers.
OLIVER SAIN
Musician/songwriter Oliver Sain has died at 71.
Among artists that recorded his works are Loretta
Lynn, The Allman Brothers, and Chaka Khan.

I was at the Thunderbird on its very first night
almost 13 years ago; so let me take this
opportunity to sincerely THANK YOU ALL for your
Support over the years! Also a huge thank you to
Mick, Gwyneth, Graham, Roger and especially
Trixie Trish for all their help and hard work - We
had some fun did we not? - Rockin' Lee.

ROSEY ADAMS & JIMMY CAMPBELL
The daughter of the late June Carter Cash, Rosey
Adams, and Jimmy Campbell, a bluegrass fiddle
player, were both found dead on their tour bus in
Clarksville, TN. Police say carbon monoxide was
the cause.







T-Bird: 01638 750724
Or 01536 762991 Or 07768124336
Web Site: http://yrnr.co.uk/clubs_thunderbird.html
Thunderbird R&R, Embankment, Wellingborough,
Northants.



TOP TEN SUGGESTIONS TO
AVOID MR ANGRY GETTING
ANGRIER WHEN TRAVELLING
ABROAD BY CAR











Friday 16th January
DARREL HIGHAM AND THE ENFORCERS
http://www.darrelhigham.co.uk/
This will be our last Thunderbird, let us go out with
a BANG! The club will continue under Pete Burns
and Alan Mills with Roger/Graham
Many Thanks - Rockin' Lee

Always get good directions to city centre
hotels.
Avoid parking in cycle lanes outside
hotel.
Park in correct direction in one way
street outside hotel.
Get clear and precise directions to hotel
car park.
When using intercom from hotel car
park to reception maintain good relations
with hotel staff.
Avoid using foul and obscene language
in public streets.
Check that there is no lift refurbishment
early on Saturday morning near the hotel
room.
Always check that sausages are
available before committing oneself to a
hotel breakfast.
Ensure that the Utrecht station bar is
open all night to avoid unnecessary night
walking.
Stick to tried and trusted routes when
returning to the channel port, always
ignore alternative routes.
Martyn Harvey







THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL
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group and remember the impact on me of “Bad
Moon Rising” (and if you saw “An American
Werewolf in London” the impact of the same
record in the film) but to include them in a work
99% of which is devoted to the original rocking
greats is a little naughty (if you’re going to put
them in, why not the Stray Cats?). That aside, a
wonderful read and the good news is that the
author is already planning a further volume taking
the story through the Eighties (want some
memories of ELO, Wizzard and Alvin Stardust,
Ian? Only joking, mate!)

BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster
AMERICAN ROCK’N’ROLL – THE UK
TOURS 1956-72
By Ian Wallis
Published by Music Mentor Books, 69 Station
Road, Upper Poppleton, York, North Yorkshire,
England, YO26 6PZ Telephone/Fax: +44(0)1904
330308 email: music.mentor@lineone.net
422 pages Price: UK: £21.99 USA: $35.00.
Summary and 4 Indices (of venues/names/song
titles etc)

I’d also like to applaud the efforts of the owner of
Music Mentor books, George Groom-White, for
his unflinching dedication and hard work
promoting the greatest music by publishing
superb books like this.
THE END









Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

A huge amount of effort has been expended on
this book and I am certainly not qualified to
comment on the factual content. If you ever saw
any Rock’n’Roll personality or group on stage
within the period stated, details will be here. Even
if you didn’t, the author brings the shows to life
with his informative comments and background
information – it is far more than a mere listing of
venues and artists.

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

The book is well-illustrated, with lots of
reproductions of original tickets, concert
programmes, original ads and live shots, many of
them rare or previously unpublished and the cover
features a great shot of a sweaty Gene Vincent in
a typical pose.

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design

I predict this book will be an indispensable work of
reference for Rock’n’Roll fans for years to come
and at the risk of being churlish (but I’ve been a
churl for years!) my only criticism would be the
inclusion of Creedence Clearwater Revival.
Creedence, Rock’n’Roll?? Surely not! I like the

Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251
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The Buzz

Hammersmith Apollo
Sunday 1st February (£27.50)
Joan Baez + Josh Ritter

Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

Blackpool Opera House
Saturday 28th February (£15/£25)

JERRY LEE LEWIS
www.blackpoollive.com to book

Jazz Café, Camden Town
Friday 26th– Wednesday 31st December (£16.50)
Roy Ayers Ubiquity

King and Queen, Foley Street
Friday 19th March (£0)

'Tales From The Woods'
promotions presents the Tony
Papard Birthday Party
with Terry Lee

2004
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Monday 5th – Wednesday 7th January (£17.50)
Billy Paul, Jean Carne & Dexter Wansel
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Sunday 11th January (£17.50)
Georgie Fame and the Blue Flames

+ free buffet
2004 heralds the return of the legendary
SHADOWS – Hank Marvin, Bruce Welch and
Brian Bennett – together and on tour for one last
time. Kicking off at Scarborough Futurist Theatre
on April 30th 2004 the tour spans the entire UK
over a massive 35 dates. Further details to follow.

Jazz Café, Camden Town
Monday 12th – Wednesday 14th January (£17.50)
Richie Havens
Ronnie Scott’s, Frith Street
Monday 12th – Saturday 24th January (£25)
Jimmy Scott

'Tales From The Woods' sends birthday greetings
this month to veteran contributor Shaky Lee
Wilkinson who shares his birthday with the man
who is a written about far more often than he
appears in print within these illustrious pages. I
refer of course to the friend of the friendless, Dr
Charles Dale, December 15th being the day they
both share. They will be celebrating their birthdays
with a bash at the King and Queen on 16th
January. See elsewhere for details.

King and Queen, Foley Street
Friday 16th January (£0)

'Tales From The Woods'
promotions presents the Shaky
Lee Wilkinson & Dr Charles Dale
Birthday Party

Whilst on the subject of our prestigious 'Tales
From The Woods' venue, during the early months
of 2004 we will be presenting the first of our
‘question and answer’ sessions with legendary
British musicians. Negotiations are well under way
with the first of these, featuring jazz man and one
time sideman of the Lonnie Donegan skiffle group
Mickey Ashman, who toured the United States
with Donegan at that time riding the crest of the
wave in the wake of ‘Rock Island Line’.

Hammersmith Apollo
Friday/Saturday 23rd/24th January (£20)
Primal Scream
Rivermead Leisure Complex. Reading
Saturday 24th January (£20)
Janis Martin, Crazy Cavan, Johnny Foxx +++
Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
Monday 26th January (£15 to £50)
Tiranga
Javed Akhtar – poet
Pandit Jasraj - vocals
Pandit Shiv, Kumar Sharma - santoor
Vidhwan U Shrinivas - mandolin
Ustad Zakir Hussain

Mickey will be sharing the spotlight with the
wonderful Chas McDevitt who, as many of you will
know, had a massive hit in the mid-Fifties in
company with the late Nancy Whiskey with
‘Freight Train’. Chas, of course, like Mickey has
had a very long and varied career and no doubt
they both have a million and one stories to tell. So
get your questions prepared folks, well in
advance. Don’t go home saying to yourselves, “If
only I had asked this or that question”. Equally I
would love to hear your suggestions of whom else
you would like to see featured in the 'Tales From
The Woods' season of question and answer

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
Thursday 29th January (£15.50/£25)
An Evening of Donovan
joined by his daughter Astrella
Hammersmith Apollo
Thursday 29th January (£30)
Alan Parsons Project
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Personally I have always felt that Brel’s songs
have rarely been given the opportunity to be
translated into English in a manner deserving, too
often interpreted by screeching, hysterical divas.
Exceptions of course; by far the best being the
voice of Scott Walker, allowing the songs to speak
for themselves. Trailing somewhere behind, Marc
Almond, the one-time androgynous front man of
Soft Cell and I do recall a few years back on
television, a husky voiced Marianne Faithful
performing a wonderful ‘Boulevard Of Broken
Hearts’, bleeding the song dry.

sessions. You suggest it and the editorial board
will consider it providing, of course, the acts in
question are affordable.
Also coming up at the King and Queen, come the
19th March, the first contributor to join the then
fledgling 'Tales From The Woods' in its infant
days was the man described in these pages as
the unacceptable face of the loony left. Yes folks,
Tony ‘Balls On Fire’ Papard wishes to celebrate
his birthday with us all, hiring that teenage Jerry
Lee Lewis from the Essex coast to provide the
rocking sounds. Tony assures us here at the
editorial board that Terry Lee is up for doing a solo
gig at the King and Queen.

Today in the warm late September sunshine the
classics of mini tragic dramas came and went; ‘If
You Go Away’, ‘The Impossible Dream’, Joanna’,
the aforementioned Boulevard Of Broken Hearts’.
Naturally, some songs were totally unfamiliar to
me whilst one or two and were indeed far too
familiar; for example ‘Seasons In The Sun’. An
English version of that got to number one in the
charts way back in the Seventies for one hit
wonder Terry Jacks written, I think, on one of
Brel’s off days.

Back in late September the 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board spent a weekend in the
capital of Belgium, soon hopefully the economic
and political capital of the European constitution,
Brussels. Purely by chance we came across a
tribute concert taking place in the Grand Place to
the Belgique songwriter/singer Jacques Brel who,
by all accounts, shares a birthday with yours truly,
the 26th (sorry Keith, April 8th 1929 according to
my research – H).

This esteemed magazine's contributor/subscriber
and the genius of all R&B Bill Millar whose
company I was in travelling from Brussels to
Utrecht for the Blues Estafette last month, asked
a very sick, flu ridden yours truly if I had any
Cinema Queens Anne film hire lists left (as
advertised in this column earlier this year). I
promised Bill that I would drop one in the post.
Nothing in life is easy is it? I approached Weith
Koods, artistic director of Cinema Queen Anne
(who is to organisational skills what the Borgias
were to chastity) who tells me he has put the said
lists somewhere safe. So safe in fact that he can
neither find nor remember where this safe place
is. Once located, the list will be popped into the
post - sorry Bill.

A huge stage had been erected in the centre of
the square, upon it places for the 25 piece plus
orchestra, surrounded by lights, television and
radio outdoor transmissions with a large and
enthusiastic audience packing the square to pay
homage to the master wordsmith of the
romantique tragedian. A succession of male and
female singers trotted out on the stage to faithfully
recreate the love-torn misery of the soul. Judging
by the squeals of approval from the audience, no
doubt the singers were household names in the
world of Belgique pop/rock. Beside the stage were
flickering black and white images of the chain
smoking romantic in
various stages of his
career, each time a
different woman, a
different
cigarette.
Singer after singer,
song after song, box of
paper hankies in hand,
soon we were drowning
in our own tears.

Christmas gang meet up Friday January 2nd
2004
Traditionally the Christmas bash is one of the
most successful of the year, so get down and join
us if you can move from your armchair after
stuffing yourself silly with turkey, mince pies,
dates, nuts, chocolates etc. and drag yourself
away from all that scintillating conversation from
the in-laws. What do you mean, you want to stay
in and watch ‘The Great Escape’ on the telly?
(Great Escape, BBC2, 20:25 to 23:10, Saturday
27th December – H) Should you be able to jump
on your bike and ride over the top of the barbed
wire of domesticity, we shall be meeting up from
18:00 onwards at the
Shakespeare, Kingsway, Holborn
and departing for a meal between 19:30 and
20:30. Hope to see as many of you as possible
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'Tales From The Woods' subscriber George
Brown of Margate, Kent informs us that he has a
number of 78 rpm records for sale at around £1
each. For the full list and further details you can
contact George weekdays only, between 19:00
and 22:00 on 01843 294791.

King and Queen
Foley Street
Friday 16th January
'Tales From The Woods' promotions presents
Shaky Lee Wilkinson
and
Dr Charles Dale
Those two legendary characters will be
celebrating a shared birthday by inviting you to a
free buffet and to bring along your own CDs and
tapes etc. from 19:30 hours to 23:00 in the private
upstairs room. Although you can meet up in the
main downstairs bar if you so wish from around
18:30 onwards.

Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available in annual form
only at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.
The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board
wishes to take this opportunity to thank everyone
for their continued support; again this past year
has seen the magazine go from strength to
strength . Have a wonderful Christmas along with
a happy and prosperous New Year. See you in
January.

Keith Woods








Bad Town Blues

The Rhythm Riot Effect
From trailer park trash to Rock'n'Roll
megastar! Doctor Dale blitzing out ‘Say Mama’
with Dart Carson’s Barnstormers at a recent
gig in Hampshire (note the Mayor of
Farnborough sporting his chain of office on
the bass guitar).

Gig-List
To book the band, Call Mandy Enterprises on
01206 367827
2004
Jan 9
The Running Horse, Nottingham
Jan 10
The Musician, Leicester
March 19
Duke of York, Cheltenham
March 20
Painswick Blues Club, Gloucs.
June 19
Ross-on-Wye Blues Festival

Our website at
www.tftw.freeuk.com
is expected to be extensively updated over
Christmas so take a look when you have a
moment

July 4
BB's at CJ's, Colliers Wood
July 9
Jazz by the Stour, Bures, Essex
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Mickey Ashman – Ken Major
Bunter showing off with another of his mates,
Eugene Pitt. We’re really grateful he gets the
time to write so much for us, bearing in mind
the illustrious circles he moves in. Thanks
Brian.







December Digest – Lee Wilkinson
Mr Angry – John Howard
CD Reviews – Brian Clark



20 Moments – Nick Cobban
Surreal Encounters – Tony Papard

Subscribe! Subscribe!
Subscribe!

Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson

To subscribe to a whole year of Wonderful
Woodiness, complete the form below (or a
photocopy) and send it with your remittance
(cash/money order/bankers draft/cheque) to the
address at the right of the page.
- - - - - - - - - - - -

Angry Tips – Martyn Harvey
Book Review– Neil Foster
Marketing Manager – Ken Major
Website – FatBellyPeat

Name:

Short of Christmas prezzies - ‘H’
Address:









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

Telephone:

‘Tales from the Woods’
E-mail:

25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Yes, I want to be Woodied every month for a year
and I enclose my subscription fee as circled
below. Cheques payable to K Woods.

£18

$37

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

€40

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

- - - - - - - - - - -- I’m a bit short so how about six month’s worth.

£9

$18

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

€20
TFTW36
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